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The EUROPA TRANSPORT publj-cations,  which report  the  results  of  the
Observation of  the Transport Market System, have been restructured
for  L982. Under the umbrella title  of  EUROPA TRANsPORT, the  foltowing
three  reports  are published:
: llii{'i.;::.'orecasts t"larket Developments  .
TheY all  rela'te  to  the  intra-community international  transport  of goods between Member States.
***
The contents rcf this  Annual Report are as follows  :
Chapter I  :  General lr{arket Assessrnent and prospects
Chapter 2 :  Road  2.L.  Analysis by country of  haulier  (f983)
2.2.  Structural  analysis  -  bilateral  traffic
(1982 and rg8t)
2.3.  Cross-trade traffic  (fgeg and t9lB2)
2.4.  Road transport  surveys (f983)
2.5.  Cost and price  j-ndices (1983)
Chapter 3 :  Inland Waterways
3.1.  and 3.2.  !
Inland Waterways transport  activ.ity
(rgeg and 1982)
3.3.  Inland Waterways transport  by cornmodity
groups
3.4.  Inland lfaterways transport  by trilnsport
market
3. 5.  Fleet  developments
3.6.  Inland l{aterways transport  by flag
3.7.  Transport inquiry  survey
3.8.  Cost indices
Chapter 4  :  Rail
4.2,  RaiI  transport  activity  in  l9B3
4.3.  Marketshare of  rail  in  total  int::a  EUR
transport
4.4.  Breakdown by NST categories
4.5.  Price  indices
Chapter 5 :  Combined Transport
5.1.  Container transport  (f983)
5.2.  Piggy-back transport  (f983)CIIAPTER 1
GENERAL  MARKET ASSESSI'IENT  AND PROSPECTS -  ALL MODEIS
1.1.  General market assessment
The continuous decline of total  tonnage since 1979 was finatly
halted in  1983 when the general increase in  economic activity
lead to a sharp rebound in  tonnage moved. internatiorrally with-
in  the Conununity, especially in  the second half  of  the year.
Earlier  estimates for  1983 have had to be revised upwards, and
the total  tonnage is  now considered to  have been 426 million
tonnesr dn increase of  3.68 (on 1982), although this  figure
must still  be regarded as provisional.
All  modes benefited from the improved economic situertion espe-
cially  r:ail  and inland $/aterways which were worst hit  during
the econ,omic downturn.
Road recorded the  largest  growth (+ 5.72) Uut the  smallest
differen,tial  grorvth with  total  transport since L9'79 (on1y +
2.LE).
Inland waterways recorded the first  positive  growth for  four
years (+, f.4E) with traffic  returning to  1981.Ievele;.
Frovisic,nal rail  figures  show that  the  rapid  decline since
1979 was; almost hatted.
Table 1.1.
Table L.2. AnrruaL growth rates  -  EUR-10 tonnage flows  (E)
Annual EUR-IO tonnage flows by mode of  transPort
Tffio.T]I-
Year
Mode
l9BO 1981 L9A2 1983
(provisional  )
Road
Rail
r.w.
I6B
7B
r90
t
6
5
L69
70
IB3
7
2
6
L7 4.7
61 .3
L76.9
184
60
TB2
'rl
tL
l,
TotaI. 437.2 423 .5 4r2.9 428.O
Year
Mode LgeA/Le79 r981/1980 LeB2/LeBr
L9s3 lrt 82
(provisional  )
Road
Rail
I.W.
+ 3.3
5.7
2,O
+ 0.9
-10.7
3.6
+ 2.9
-r2.7
3.6
+ 5.'7
-  I.,l
*  3.,1
TotaL - o.7 3.1 2.5 + 3.15Table 1.3. Differential  qrowth rates
(Uoaal growth rate -  Total growth ratei)
Year
Mode
L9BO/L979 1981 /tgeO r9B2/LgBr reg3/1982
(provisional )
Road
Rail
r.w.
+ 4.0
5.0
1.3
+ 4.0
7.6
-  0.5
+ 5.4
-LO.2
1.r
+ 2.2
-  4.9
-  0.1
Note:the figures in the above tables for  the earlier  year$ are
slightly  different  from those published in  earlier  Annual
Reports due to  the extension of  coverage from "EUR-;|" to
"EUR-10" and minor amendments in the clata sources used.
L.2.  t'lodal split
Table  L .4 . ,  rvhich gives  the  annual rnodal split  development
since  L979, shows the  increasing  market sh,are of  road,  nrostly
at  the expense of  rail.
Table 1.4. Modal split  evolution  (gUR-10)
Year Road Rail I.W. TotaI
1980
I9BI
L982
1-983
(provi-
sional )
38.4
40. I
42.3
43.2
18. O
16.6
L4.9
14. I
43.6
43.3
42.8
42.7
ro0
100
100
100
1.3. forecasts  for  1984 (EUR-10)
Forecasts for  the  three  modes of  transport  for  :-.9B4 have been
presented already  in  the  report  "Analysis  and Forecasts 1984"
earlier  this  year.  Since no revision  of  the  growth rates  have
taken place,  a summary of  the key-figures  is  given belorv.
Year
l,lode
Tonnage (t'tio t.  )
1983  1984
I
grortt rate  in  E
Road
Ra:i1
I.Vt.
L84.7
60.4
I82.9
196. B
60. 5
187. B
+ 6.5
+ 0.1
+ 2.6
Tot.al 428.O 444.9 + 4.OCHAPTER 2
2.1.  Market
2.1.I.  Introdub{:ion
frterffiEffilial  road transport between the Member States grew
strongly in  f983 especially in  the second half.  For 1983 as a
whole the  increase is  provisionally  estimated to  have been
5.7ti  this  was easily  the best performance since L979. The
proportion of  intra-Conununity traffic  carried by road conti-
nued to  increase, but by a rather smaller amount (0.8t)  then
had been observed in  recent years (f .0t,  gL/g}i  2.il*,  B2/BL)
due to an even greater resurgence of rail  and inland waterways
which are more tied  to heavy industry.
The more rapid growth in  road traffic  to and from the periphe-
ral  Member States has been maintained in  f983, but Lhe diffe-
rence has not been so marked.
2.I.2.  Analvsis by country of haulier
German hauliers
ffi9ht1ydisappointingyearforGermanhauliers.
Despite lLhe growth in  German traffic  (+ 6.5E inwarils, + 3.58
outwards), German hauliers only recorded a small increase (+
2.8t  inwrrds, + l.st  outwards) and thus saw their  s;hare fall
by around lt  in  both directions;  this  hras a reversal of  the
trend of recent years.
This rather  weak performance \,ras observed on virtually  all
traffic  r:elations and in both directions.
The cause of this  weak performance on the international market
may well have been due to the strength of the more profitable
German domestic market for  long distance road transport which
greht by 68 in  1983 after  having fallen  marginally for  the pre-
vious two years.
French hauliers
ffiter  year for  French hauliers.  Inward French
traffic  srew by 5E and outward French traffic  by IOE which was
above the Conununity average. Further the French hauljlers main-
tained their  share of these rapidly increasing markets in  con-
trast  to  their  poor performance the previous year. Combining
these results  together, the tonnage moved by Frenchr hauliers
returned to the 1981 levels.
French hauliers  did  particularly  well  in  traffic  to  Germany
where in  a  rapidJ-y expending market (up l6t),  the  tonnage
moved by French hauliers rose by 242. Tonnage moved by French
hauliers also increased by L8t both for  traffic  to the Nether-
lands and from Italy.(r)
Italian  hauliers
According to  provisional Italian  foreign trade data, Italian
exports by road to  the rest  of  the EEC grew by f08 while im-
ports grew by 19E. In  the case of  imports, Italian  hauliers
increased their  sha:re slightly  so that  tonnage was up 228. In
the case of  exports, Ita.lian hauliers share feII  from 60t to
56t so that the tonnage carried actually only rose by 4t.
On the import side, Italian  hauliers tonnages increased by the
more than 25* in  traffic  from France, the Netherlands and the
U.K.; however, in  the case of  Germany and Belgium/Luxembourg
the increase vras only 5t"  In the German market, which is  the
most important, other hauliers increased their  tonnage by 10t,
so that the Italian  share actually feII.
On the export side, tonnages moved by Italian  hauliers rose to
Germany (+  10t )  and Betgium/Luxembourg (+  5t )  but  fell  to
France (-  5E) and the Netherlands (-  8E). on the  important
German market, other hauliers increased their  tonnages by 23t,
so again the Italian  share fell.
Dutch hauliers
Although  Dutch hauliers  continued  to  dominate the  markets
with  other  l4ember States,  there  has been no major  change in
the  Dutch share of  these markets in  1983. NIWO(I) reports  an
increase of  4.92 for  professional  Dutch hauliers  on bilateral
relations  (excludino Belgium/Luxembourg)  which is  close to  the
Conrnunity increase of  5.7E.  Data covering  al,l  Dutch hauliers
from the Centraal Bureau de Statistiek  (CeS) has to  be treated
with  some caution  because of  the  high  proportion  "nationality
unknown" (over  508 in  the  case of  outward Dutch traffic)  and
the  fact  'that  only  the  f irst  9  months data  of  1983  is
available.
On the  important  German market,  the  Dutch, who already  hold
almost three  quarters  of  the market,  increased their  share by
a further  0.5*  according to  German results  and the  actual  ton-
nage by about 68. This  agrees closely  with  the  NIWO figure  of
+ 4.8E for  professional  hauliers.
On the  French market, the  Dutch and French :results  are  incon-
sistent.  The French results  show no  appreciable  change in
share in  a market increasing  by 7t while  the  NIWO results  sttow
no change in  the  Dutch tonnage.
On the  Itatian  market,  the  NIWO results  show an increase  for
Dutch  professional  hauliers  of  13t  in  both  directions.
NIITIO :  Nederlandsche  Internationale
Annual Report 1983.
wegvervoer Organisatie,Belgian and Luxembourg hauliers
Data for  Bergian and Luxembourg  hauliers  is  onry avairabre
from German, French and rtalian  sources for  the rerations  con-
cerned; onry in  the  case of  the  German source is  it  possibre
to  treat  Belgian and Luxembourg hauliers  separately.
on the  Germa:n market, which grew by about 88, Belgian hauriers
increased their  share by about r.3t  and Luxembourg  hauliers
managed to  i:ncrease their  share by about 68.
On the Frenc,h market, which rose by about 4t,  Belgian and Lux-
embourg hauliers  maintained their  share of  traffic  to  France but  incr€as€d their  share in  the reverse direction  by 3E;
on the  rtalian  market, Belgian and Luxembourg hauliers  in- creased thei:r  tonnage by 128 whereas the overalr  market only
grew by 9*.
From this  information,  it  appears that  l9B3 was a better  year
than L9B2 fo:r Belgian and Luxembourg hauliers.
United Kingdom hauliers
According to  the provisional  results  from the  1983 Statistical
Directive,  tonnages moved by ilK hauliers  rose sharply,  IOE in-
wards and as high as 13.58 outwards. Exceptionally  large  in-
creases v/ere noted in  uK haulier  traffic  to  Germany (+ l8t),
Italy  (+ 398) and Ireland  (+ 2OZ) and from Germany (+ t5E),
Italy  (+ 378) and Iretand  (+ t-58).
It  is  not yeiL possible  to  check the UK share of  the  tonnages
with  partner  Member States because of  a lack  of  comparable
sources. Horsever the  Roads Goods Vehicle  survey on Ro-Ro fer-
ries  does provide  complementary information  on vehicle  move-
ments. The total  number of  vehicle  movements rose by 7.58 in
f9B3 and this  was sptit  into:
UK registered  powered vehicles:  *  3E
Foreign registered  powered vehicles:  + 158
Unaccomlranied semi-trailers:  +  63
( nationillity  unknown )
From these results  it  appears that  the UK hauliers  share of
tonnage actually  fell  despite  the  large  absolute increases in
tonnage notecl above.
Irish  hauliers
Information  from Irish  sources on total  outward Ro-Ro triaffic (i.e.  excludjlng traffic  with  Northern Ireland)  and also
excluding cornpany owned trailer  traffic,  shows an overal.L
improvement of  about fOE.
On the main relation  with  the UK, a decrease of  3t  was o:Efset
by increases in  continental  traffic,  mainly exports to  France (+ 2BE), Benelux (+ 25E), rtaly  (+ 322) anct Germany (+ r3t).
Among continental  destinations,  only  the traffic  of  mino:r ton-
nage to  Denmeirk decreased (-  242).
As a result,  the  importance of  UK as a destination  for  Irristr
traffic  decli:ned from 5tt  to  45t of  the total  for  aII  desti-
nations.
The above comments relate  to  aII  hauliers,  but  as the  Ir:Lsh
hauliers  have about BOt of  the market, the trends  for  frish
hauliers  must be similar.DK hauliers
Information from Danish foreign trade sources shows an overall
increase of road traffic  of llt  in  1983.
Except for  the main relation  with  Germany (which represented
aboul 608 of  total  intra-conununity Danish transport),  imports
increased more than exports.
It  appeared that  Danish hauliers lost  lt  market share on in-
ward traffic  from Germany and slightly  increased their  share
(+ O.3S) on the other directions.
They increased their  share by about 88 on inward traffic  from
France while they maintained their  share at the same level  in
the other direction where total  tonnage carried decreased mar-
ginaIIy.
Greek hauliers
In  1983, according to  Greek sources, intra-corununity traffic
involving Greece rose by 7t compared with L982.
Inward traffic  went uF| by 9t,  with  an above average increase
for  the traffic  from NL, B/f, and I  (respective.Ly + 252' + l9t
and *  f2t).
outward traffic  was also up but to a lower extent (+ 5t).
The main increases were noted in  the  traffic  to  I  and B/L
(+ 2LZ and + 188). This compensated the drop in  the tonnages
carried to France (-  8t).
The German market, which accounts for  about 54t  of  Greek
intra-conrnunity traffic,  increased by about 4t.
From German sources, it  may be deduced that  the Greek share
went up by about 2Z in both directions.
t02.2.  Structural analysis of  the  een diffe-
2.2.L. The data currently available for  f983 are taken from many dif-
ferent sources and do not permit a detailed structural  analy-
sis to be carried out \"rith sufficient  consistency and reliabi-
lity.
The nost extensive comparable data currently available relate
to those collected for the Road Statistical  Directive for  1981
and 1982.
Note that:  a) bilateral  traffic  is  covered by the  Directive
but that  cross-trade traffic  is  not  (= traffic
by haulier  from Member State A between Member
State B and Member State C)
b) tonnages for  Italian  hauliers relate  to  foreign
trade statistics;  the tonne-kilometres have been
estimated assuming that  the average distance to
each Member State is  the  same as that  of  the
hauliers f,rom the partner country.
Table 2.I .  Shares of the market held by hauliers from EUR,-10 on in-
tra  EUR-IO journeye.
Country of
haulier
Market share (in  8) of
total  EUR-IO tonnage
Tonnage change
int
198l T9B2 r9B2/reg]
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
21. B
16.9
8.7
26 .4
18.3
r.4
2.3
0.6
3.1
0.5
22.6
15.1
8.4
27 .4
18. 5
L.4
2.3
o.7
3.0
o.6
+6.6
-8.3
-0. 5
+7.I
+4. 3
+2.4
+1.6
+16. B
+0.6
+31.3
Total  EUR-10 100 100 +3.08
2.2.2.
Table 2.I.  shows the  increasing  dominance of  Dutch hauliers,
positive  trends  for  German and Belgian  hauliers  and the  de-
crease of  the French hauliers  share.
On relat.ions  of  minor tonnage, the  table  indicates  an impor-
tant  increase for  Greek and Irish  hauliers.
Shares of  market on a relation  basis  (in  tonnes)
The figures  in  Table  2.L.  are  evidently  related  trc the  size
and geoqraphical position  within  the  Community of  the  Member
State concerned.
Table 2.2.  gives  the  share of  traffic  (in  tonnes)  inwards and
outwards from eaclr Member State which are carried  bry hauliers
from the Member State concerned.
llTable 2.2.
Journeys
to and from
Inward
traffic
Outward
traffic
Inw. *  Outw.
traffic
19Bl I9B2 1981 1982 1981 r982
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
39
42
43
66
43
53
42
69
63
55
42
40
42
68
44
49
4t
80
6o
66
43
45
57
73
51
39
60
84
80
79
44
39
56
73
50
36
54
B8
75
79
4L
44
51
69
47
45
49
76
73
66
43
39
50
7T
48
42
46
83
68
72
Total EUR-10 47 4B 53 52 50 50
by definition
The results  clearly  confirm the dominance of  NL hauliers  (on
flows to and from NL) who carry +/-  7OE of the traffic  and the
dominance of  the peripheral Member States (fnf,,  GR and DK)
with 83t,  728 and 6Bt respectively (in  f982). UK hauliers also
handle just  under 5Ot of traffic  whith UI( (f)
The drop of the French hauliers market share trras very signi.fi-
cant.
(1) The figures for  the UK are particularly  sensitive to  ttre problem
of unaccompanied semi-trailers which are not recorded in  the road
Directive statistics  and should consequently be treated with  some
reserve.
Percentage share of  j.nward
nes) heLd by hautiers from
and outward traffic  (in  ton-
the Member State concerned.
l2Table 2.3  Per:centage share of  traffic  (in  tonnes) held b'y haulierd
from "origin"  I"lember States  (1)  Q).
(1)  Italianr,  Danish and Greek data give  no breakdown between
Belgium and Luxembourg; in  compiling the marginal IIUR-10
totals,  the traffic  for  these three  Member States j-s assumed
to  be urith Belgium.
(21  For UK data -  see note  (I)  on previous page.
To
From
Year D F I NL B L UK IRL DK GR
TotaI
EUR-10
( 81-82 )
D
BO
8l_
B2
5l
54
6I
50
55
3l
32
29
54
52
54
56
46
52
23
26
34
25
55
50
34
36
4L
I;
l4
43
44
F
80
B1
B2
42
44
37
60
5B
35
33
25
47
42
35
40
42
52
52
55
5B
0
0
6
35
2L
25
64
53
45
39
I
80
8l
B2
60
56
5;
57
4B
47
49
49
7T
73
4;
47
74
44
L7
63
57
56
NL
BO
8t
82
76
75
74
67
70
68
5;
62
78
75
7B
64
7T
7B
35
4T
43
27
4
B
62
60
61
30
L7
73
73
B
80
B1
B2
57
59
57
57
60
62
6e
65
36
36
34
50
46
47
18
I5
7
1B
0
0
23
L7
2T
;
0
5I
50
L
BO
BI
B2
23
26
28
T7
36
23
56
66
59
60
57
62
o
0
o
0
n
o
39
36
UK
BO
B1
B2
B5
B3
79
56
61
5B
56
56
79
76
65
9t
91
94
r00
100
100
29
29
L7
5
7
4
57
44
60
54
IRL
BO
81
82
90
B5
7L
100
B5
94
44
57
100
B8
100
100
100
100
92
B6
B9
o
o
n
B4
8B
DK
BO
BI
a2
83
81
75
B1
79
B2
69
73
4L
4I
33
75
77
77
99
99
99
100
I00
100
7;
'l',O
BO
75
GR
BO
8I
a2
84
B9
6;
62
?;
60
77
B5
r00
100
B;
B7
33
3B
79
79
EUR-10
EUR-10
BO
B1
a2
61
5B
5B
61
57
5B
34
32
57
56
47
51
5B
59
31
20
37
40
4t5
at4
53
52
l3Since Table 2.3, only relateg to  "bilaterdln'  traffic,  the autn
of  the shares of  traffic  held by hauliers  from the  "origin"
and fidestination" country is  necessarily 100t; hence the srha-
res Of traffic  by hauliers from "the destination" country can
be obtained by  subtracting the  share held  by  the  "origin"
country in  Table 2"3.  from I00E. Example D hauliers have 63t
of the traffic  from F to  D and 42t of  the EUR-10 traffic  to  D
(in  1982).
The rhain variations are the drops registered by F- and UK-hrau-
liers.  The market shards of  other hauliers on the large floCs
remalned quite unchangeE.
2.2,3. Outward/tnward tonnage ratios  by country of haulier
Table 2.4.
In  L982, the  Outw. /I'nw.
were in balance: NL, GR,
A significant  excess of
and B.
Compared with  1981, ttre
were as follows :
the  following  countries
could be noted for  I,  DK
of  the Outw.f Tnw. ratios
ratios  for
D, L and F.
the exports
main changes
Nationality
of  haulier
Ratios Outward/Inward
19Bl  L982
I
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
0" 90
1.05
L.62
1.10
L.49
a.97
o.90
1. O3
r.72
r. t6
0.95
0. 90
r.66
l. oo
1.48
o.91
0.88
o.76
1.58
1. OI
EUR-10 1.15 r.10
Country Change 82-81 Explanation
IRL
F
GR
DK
NL
.-27
-15
-r5
-L4
-10
increase of  inwards
decrease of outwards
increase of  inwards
increase of  inwards
increase of  i.nwards
l42.2.4. Tonnes-kilometres achieved by country of haulier
Table 2.5 .
Country
of haulier
1981 EUR-IO L982 EUR-10
T-km t T-km t
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
:tRL
DK
GR
L4 077
14 065
14 000
12 651
7 906
667
2 679
373
3 4lO
L 74L
L9.7
t9.7
19.6
L7.7
11.0
0.9
3.7
0.5
4.8
2.4
15 628
L2 76L
L4 037
L4 205
B 649
899
2 5L7
4L7
3 02r
2 307
2L.O
17.1
r8. 9
I9. I
11.6
L.2
3.4
0.6
4.0
3.1
Total 7L 569 100 74 44L 100
The changes L9A2 on 1981 in  market shares expressed in  t-km
are mostly similar  to those expressed in  tonnes (table 2.1.).
The dominance of  NL and B hauliers,  evident when expressed in
tonnes,, decreases when t-km are considered.
The share of F, UK and DK hauliers and even more ,cf I  and GR-
hauliens increages significantly  if  measured in  t-km as op-
posed to tonnes.
2.2.5. Shares of market on a relation  basis (in  tonnes-kilometres)
T/he analysis carried out in  section 2.2.2.  can also be repea-
ted in  tonnes-kilometres.
Tab1e 2.6. corresponds to table 2.2.
l5Table 2.6.  Percentage share of  inward and outward traffic  (in  t-knt)
hel.d by hautiers from Member State concerned (Year 1982).
Journeys
to and from
Inward
traffic  1982
Outward
traffic  1982
In!t. + Outvr.
traffic  I9El2
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
39
39
42
67
45
61_
34
62
58
69
45
48
56
72
53
64
58
80
67
BO
42
43
50
70
50
63
42
69
62
74
Total  EUR-10 45 55 50
by definiti.on
French and Luxemburger hauliers have a larger share of treiffic
from their  respective countries when traffic  is  measured in
t-km as opposed to  tonnes; DK and IRL hauliers have smeiller
shares when measured in  t-km.
.2.6  Shareg of  the road haulage market held by own account gpera-
tors
The results  from the Road Statistical  Directive for  1981 and
I9B2 also  give  a  breakdown between "hire  and reward" and
"ovrn-account" operators .
Table 2.7.  gives the share, in  tonnes, for  own-account hau-
liers.
The ltalian  foreign trade data does not contain a breakdorrn by
hire  and reward/own-account  so that  trafflc  to  and from Jttaly
has been totally  excluded from Table 2.7.
Table 2.7.  Share of  market held by own-account operators on intra-
conununity journeys.
Country
of haulier
t  Share of market in  tonnes re8l  I  rgez
I
D
F
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
20.8
23.6
2L.2
26.9
35.2
18.2
36.3
13. O
negl.
20.5
23.6
20.7
27.3
31.5
L6.7
32.8
tl .8
negl.
Average 22.9 22.6
l6While the EUR-10 average decreased marginally, larger: falls  in
the proportion of  own account can be noted for  L,  UK:, IRL and
DK-hduliers.
2.2.7. Spain and Portugal
Statl-stics on bilateral  intra-conununity transport anialysed in
the  former sections,  relate  to  EUR-IO hauliers,  excluding
"third  cquntries".  It  can be interesting  to  give an overview
about the tonnages carried bilaterally  by EUR-10 hauliers to
and from Spain and Portugal; data on tonnages transported by
Spanlsh and Portuguese hauliers  to  and from the EEC are not
yet available.
Year L982: tonnages carried  by  EUR-10 haulier:s to  and
from Spain and Portugal (0O0' tonnes).
Country
crf
haul.ier
SPAIN
TO
Spain
From
Spain
Total t
D)
F
I
NL,
EI
L
UT:
IRI,
DI{:
GFI,
277
769
2LO
63
L72
50
in
I
327
522
L2t
57
169
54
,n
o
604
L,29r
331
r20
341
ro4
48
I
2t
45
T2
4
T2
4
2
0
EUR-'1O r, 566 L,274 2,84O 100
Country
o1:
haulier
PORTUGAL
To
Port.
From
Port.
TotaI t
D
r
l:
NL
B
L
UK
IRI,
DK
GR
38
140
16
o
5
3
0
l6
86
11
o
5
2
o
54
226
27
o
10
5
o
L7
70
8
o
3
2
o
EUR-10 202 120 322 r00
t7
Table 2.8.2,,3.
2,,3. r .
Cross-Trades
2,,3.2.
As was mentioned in' section 2.2.L.  the data, collected in  the
Road Statistical  Directive does not cover cross-trades, that
is  traffic  by haulier from Member State A between Member State
B and l'lember State C.  Partial  information is  however avai-
lable and this  will  be examined below.
Cross-trades_across the 9erman_borde5
The German authoritj-es publish annually (I)  details  of the :mo-
vements of  hauliers of  all  nationalities  crossing the Ger:man
border, this  is  derived from the tally-card  completed at  tlte
frontier  (tne  "zahlkarte").  Table 2.9.  shows the principal
BEC Cross-Traders for  outbound traffic  from Germany to  e,ach
other Member State for  L9B2 and 1983.  fhe  German source
gives, German hauliers,  partner Member State hauliers and the
3 largest Cross-Traders and "others", which may include llorl-
EEC hauliersr  so j-t  is  not possible to  extract  the total  of
EEC Cross-Traders. However it  is  only on ttre relations  D .- I
and D -  GR where non-EEC hauliers trave a substantial share of
the market;  in  the former case the Austrians and Swiss hau-
liers  and in  the latter  case the Austrians and Yougoslavi,ans
have substantial shares due to their  geographical situation  as
a transit  country for  the traffic  concerned.
Table 2.10. is  simil-ar to 2.9. except that  i'L concerns inbound
traf.fic  to Germany,
(f )  KBA/BAG Statistische  Mitteilungen,  May 1983 arrd May L984, Table
c.-j  L4.
t8Table 2.9.
Outward Cross-Traders across the German-Border 'O00's tonnes
Relation Year D Partn
Member
State
I{auliers fx
Principal 
l
EEC Cross- I Traders  I
om
Others
( incl.
non-EEC )
All
Cross-
Traders
Total t
cr.
tr.
D +F
D -*I
D -cNL
D +B
D.>L
D -UK
lp -tRt,
D >DK
D +GR
1982 |
1e83 
|
I
I
1e82 
|
re83 
|
I
I
LeB2l
1983
t9B2
r983
L9B2
1983
L982
r983
r982
1.983
r982
1983
L9A2
1983
5020
4850
2522
2546
4688
4856
3644
3BI7
423
37L
187
223
t0
II
753
a25
I
43
39
37sl 
I
36e7 
|
20?3 |
2266:,.
1rr77 
|
''"'I
360e  I
3Bs2 
I
43r
527
3BO
339
T7
1B
TL47
1201
233
239
I
BNL
r95 118
r93 L24
IIL
r4
20
L
22
30
B  F  DKUK
6610  2
8373
NLLF
652 23  7
696  2A lO
BNLF
454
753
T{L B  DI( F
382 55  7
418 74 16
NLUKB
l.2t1
11  I  I
NLF
Il  1
11
lo
7
BTB
867
6
9
7
5
t
I
l5
24
o
0
lz
29
35
345
347
832
BB7
84
LO2
689
739
L4
16
459
532
L4
l3
I4
I7
29
35
91 16
BB94
5427
5699
L5949
1667r
7942
B4OB
868
91-4
LO26
ro94
4L
42
L9L4
2043
305
313
3.8
3.9
15.3
15.6
0.5
o.6
8.7
8.8
1.6
t.B
44.7
48.6
34
3I
o.7
o.B
9.5
11.2
D'-
EUR-IO
L982
t983
L7290
I 7538
228L8
23852
NL*  B*  L*
Lt94 32L  45
I2B5 358  58
920
987
2480
2688
42588
1t4078
5.8
6.1
NL*,B*rL*:  Onl.y those relations where Member State concerrred was one
of Lhe three largest cross-traders in given ye*r.
l9Table 2.1O.
Inward Cross-Traders across the German Border '0O0rs tonnes
Relation Year D Partn
Member
State
Hauliers f
Principal
EEC Cross-
Traders
rom
I Others
| (incr.
I non-EEC )
AII
Cross-
Traders
Total ti
€if,  o
tr.
F aD
I  .>D
NL:tD
B .+D
.L *D
IUK +D
IRL +D
DK +D
(3R >D
1982
1983
T9B2
r9B3
L9B2
r983
r982
1.983
L982
r983
L9B2
1983
L9A2
1983
L982
1.983
L9B2
r9B3
6902
67AB
2679
2952
3857
3922
3166
3400
949
972
95
134
6
7
600
684
3B
32
4694
4856
1693
1986
10514
r1303
3730
426L
47'7
558
30:3
313
26
27
2L37
2486
274
297
BNL
L72 r19
2t7 r53
NL
67
B3
L
19
26
B  F'DKUKL
60  22
653  3
m
795
820
LF
1l  10
237
NLI
11
61
BDK
293
41  18
UKB
51
61
UK
I
B
B
L2
NL
r.87
209
NL
2
2
NL
28
26
T7
16
1052
1t l7
10
16
B
lo
2
2
5
6
o
0
3
5
4A
50
309
4I2
1119
1200
74
87
824
860
L2
2L
224
274
B
9
32
3t
4B
50
I 1905
LL976
549L
61 38
L4445
I 5312
7720
852r
1438
t5 51
622
72L
40
43
2769
3201
360
379
2t.6
31.4
2Ot.4
l9 .6
0'. 5
0.6
I0.7
10.1
0.8
1.4
36. O
38.0
20
2T
L.2
t.0
13.3
1-3.2
ItuR-10
+D
L9B2
1983
L8292
1881 I
23848
26047
NL* B*  L*
1199 270  32
L299 336  49
LL49
1260
2650
2944
44790
47842
5.9
6.2
M,*, B*, L*:  only  those relations  where Member State concerned was rone
of  the three  largest  cross-traders  in  given year.
20The results  show that  some 68 of  the  traffic  crossing the  German
border is  in  thre hands of cross-traders  and that this  rose by 0.38 in
1983.
If  the  data for  the  relations  with  ltaly  and Greece is;  excluded
(since these are  dominated by  non-EEC cross-traders) ttre  results
reLate almost entirely  to EEC cross-traders; these are shown j-n Table
2.LL below.
Table 2.Il
Relations Year Percentage
t{L*  B*
of cross-traders  from
L* Other (incl.  non-EEC)
D +EUR l0
( except
I  and GR)
1982
1983
732
724
203
20*
3E
3t
49o
5*
EUR-10 +D
( except
I  and GR)
L982
r.983
762
722
lBB
20?'
2Z
3E
4Z
5E
Again the footnote to table 2.9 strould be noted, the shares of NL, B
"ia  L are only when that  Member State is  among the three principal
cross-traders ?or .ny specific relationi  however the small proportion
of  "others" inclicates that  the percentages for  NL, B and L must be
almost correct.
The results  c.Learly show that  the  Benelux countries  completely
dominate the  "cross-trading" across the  German border, rnrith Dutch
hauliers having around 752 of the cross-trading  market.
2l2.3.3. Cross-trades using Conununity Quota authorisations
Several years ago the use of Corununity Ouota authorisationsi in
cross-trades was a criteria  in the allocation of  licences. Al-
though this  criterion  has since been abandoned, it  is  inter-
esting to examine which Member States use their  authorisati.ons
for  cross-trades as opposed to bilateral  movements. It  should
be noted that in this  analysis each leg of  t.he journey is  con-
sidered separately  this  contrasts with  the  ( statisticarlly
speaking) very complex analysis that  used to  be carried  out
where multilateral  journeys were identifled  which compri.sed
the bilateral  and cross-trade legs.
Table 2.I2.  shows t,he total  tonnages and tonnages moved under  r
Community Quota authorisations in  L982 (ttre 1983 data is  not
yet available).
Table 2.12
Use of Community Quota authorisations, 1982 ( OO0's tonnes)
l.lember State
of  haulier
Tonnages moved
Total I  cross-trades 
| *cross-trades
I  of all  crossr-
trade tonnagesr
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
l.846
93r
884
1.565
964
2AL
469
BI
933
t8
62
130
4
B3B
483
108
56
I8
6l
o
3
L4
o.5
54
50
38
L2
2I
6
o
4
7
0
48
2A
6
3
I
3
o
ALL 7.972 r.759 22 100
22The result;s, which are complementary to those in  2.3.2. above,
show that  about 50E of  the tonnage carried by Dutch, BeLgian
and Luxemburg hauliers are on cross-trade  movements while for
the German, Itatian  and Greek hauliers the proportions are 3t,
0.5 and 0t  respectively. Of the total  tonnage moved in  cross
trades under Community Quota authorisations, the Dut;ch haul-
iers  account for  48t and the Belgian hauliers  (288) for  more
than half  of the remainder.
2.3.4. Cross-lrades_by Dutch hauliers
NIWO (f)  r:eports an increase of 8.98 in cross-trading tonnages
by professional Dutch hauliers  (excluding bilateral  movements
to nefgium/Luxembourg which are not collected by NIWO' but in-
cludj.ng movements with non-EEC countries).
dsche Internationale
1983 Yearbook, Table XIIf.
Wegvervoer Organisatie :
232.4.  Transport surveys
2.4.L. Introduction
The main purpose of  transport surveys consists in  finding  out
as rapidly  as possible how road hauliers have seen the level
of their  intra-Cornmunity border-crossing freight  transport du-
ring a particular  quarter.
The survey provi<les also a set of  econonnic indicators  which
reflect  how a firm's  situation  is  affected.
For the purposes ,of an annual report the available statistical
information is  mo,re suitable than the qualitative  opinion f,€-
sults  of  the surveys; this  section will  concentrate on the
trends that appear from the 1983 quarterly surveys.
2.4.2. Trans-port activit'g
The situation  on the market for  the carriage of  goods by road
between l'lember States as seen by the haul:lers replying to  the
questionnaire,  derveloped more favourably in  1983, fron  the
second quarter onwards (see figure  2.f.).  During the  first
quarter of  1983 tlhe market remained hesitant.
It  should not be forgotten that  the subjective nature of  the
basic data causes the results  for  international  transport €rc-
tivity  to  be suitable  for  indicating,  but certainly  noe for
measuring the trend accurately.
For some countries the situation  still  r'emains rather  weak,
e.g.  in  France and to  a smaller extent irr Italy  and Germany.
In  these countries the balance between expecting an improve-
ment and those expecting a vrorsening of the situation  rem,ained
negative.
Graph 2.1.  Change in  the level  of  firms'activJ-tyr  expressed as an
aggregate balance of  opinion  (percentage difference
between numbers expressing opposite view).
+ 10
0
- 10
-20
242.4.3. Analvsis of economic indicators
At this  point,  a detailed analysis of the indicators which are
more specifically  economic in  nature -  recruitment ofdrivers,
liquidity  difficulties  and investment is  warranted.
2.4.4. Recruitment
The average percentage of  firms  declaring  they had recruited
drivers  increased from 12.8t  to  f3.B? in  1983.
Graph 2.2.  Percentage -change in  number of  firms  stating  they  had
recruited  drivers
15u.
14z.
13i4
121l
'11'l
10%
1983
1982
04 03 o2 o1
A review of  the quarterly  data and comparison of  t,hese with
the results  for  transport activity  lead to  the following con-
clusions :
i)  in  the third  and fourth quarter of  1-983, the recruitment
level  lies  resp. 38 and 2* higher than the year beforei
since during those months activity  has risen,  one can as-
sume that  the recruitment of drivers took place with the
intention of  increasing the number of  personnel and only
to a smaller extent to replace drivers.
ii)  the figure announced for  the first  quarter of  1984 is  l0B
higher than the figure  of  the  same quarter in  the pre-
vious year and 8t  higher than that  of  the las'b quarter
1983.  This seems to  express the belief  of  road hauliers
in an economic upswing in the transport sector.
2.4.5. Liquidity
The number of  firms  indicating  that  they have to  cope with  fi-
quidity  problems remains stable  at  a high  level.
As it  can be seen, the  average annual percentage of  firms  sta-
ting  that  they had liquidity  problems was 47? in  1983 compared
to  5Ot in  L9A2.
25Graph 2.3.  Percentage change in the number of  f:irms stating they had
liquidity  problems
5?'/,
50'/.
48:l
46'l
44:l
4?%
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Liquidity  problems are  dif ferent  from one l,lember State  to
another.  Expressed as an average annual percentage, liqluidity
problems were encountered in  1983 by ftaly  and creece (71t),
France (62t),  Ireland (50E) and the UK (44t).
Liquidity  problems $rere remarkably low  in  the  Netherlands (7t).  An intermediate position  is  taken by Germany (27t,,
Belgium (4221, Luxemburg (f9E) and Denmark (16t).
2.4.6. Investment
Investment is  an important indicator  of  the economic climate
since it  reflects  the expectations of  the hauliers concerning
future capacity needs.
As such it  is  important to note that  an improvement has taken,
place during the two last  quarters of  l9B3 and the first.  quar-
ter  of  1984 (see graph 2.4. ).
GIeph 2.4.  Percentage change in  the number of  f.irms stating  they had
-
invested.
38:l
1 983
1982
407.
34%
30z.
01 02
26
o3 o4I{owever, it  appears that  in  the  case of  France no improvement
in  investment has taken place  during  the  year  1983.  For the
first  quarter  of  1984 there  is  a marginal increase.
A remarkable increase  has taken place  in  Germany, Ita.Ly  and
Denmark.
272.5.  Costs
In  1983, detaj.led  data  lt/ere gathered from  7  Member States,
creece,  Ireland  and Italy  not  yet  being lncluded.  Fuel  cost
and total  cost have been examined separately  in  the  quarterly
report6.  some more key cost  categories  are  examined in  1983
annudl report,  such as lvage, repairs,  dept:eciation,  taxes  and
interest.
The  table  bel.ow (table  2,L3.)  gives  the  percentage  cost
changes for  thr: last  years while  ttre graph,lcs figures  (Z.f+.  -'
2.2L1 give  the  development of  the  same cost  categories  fo:r  a
Ionger period.
Table 2.L3.
NC = National  currencrr
Infla-
tion
in  NC
Wages
in
NC
Re-
pairs
in  NC
Depre-
ciation
in  Nc
Taxes
in
NC
Inte-
rests
in  NC
pqrel
in
NC
Total
costs
in  NC
TotaI
costs
in  ECU
D  1981
1982
1983
6.3
4.6
2.5
4.8
5.3
3.2
6.6
3.1
2.9
4.3
6.0
2.2
0.5
0.3
0.0
-  2.L
-13.7
-  6.7
+15.6
-  0.9
-  4.4
5.7
2.4
l.L
11.5
9.0
2.9
r:'rl, 1981
L982
1983
7.4
4.2
2.9
5.5
5.5
0.6
5.3
5.4
3.O
3.3
4.6
2.L
0.6
0.0
o.8
34.4
-25.4
-  4.O
16.0
-  0.6
-  1.7
8.r
2.5
o.7
13.3
8.6
o.5
',8/
]L
1981
L982
r983
8.2
8.L
7.r
8.5
7.9
4.7
5.1
6.1
4.3
r5.3
21 .0
9.3
0.0
0.0
o.5
15. 5
-  L,7
-  L.7
26.7
5.4
8.6
t2.6
9.0
6.1
L2.2
o,7
1.9
:F 1981
t982
1983
13.9
9.7
9.2
14. 3
15.3
11 .8
r3.0
L4.2
6.7
14. 3
9.3
1t .4
1.6
3.6
8.4
18. 3
5.4
-  1.3
16. o
L7 .2
1.1
1s.9
13.8
a,7
11.4
8.5
2.6
IJK 1981
1982
1983
L2.O
5,4
5.3
5.9
6.6
4.5
8.0
7.4
5.2
2.O
5.9
2.7
15. o
2L,7
22,9
-  1.0
-  2.O
o.o
2L.L
1r.5
- o.7
9.3
4.4
4.3
8.6
7.L
3.3
DK 1981
L9A2
r983
L2,2
9.0
6.0
6.3
10. 3
0.0
10. 5
L2.7
RO
10.6
10.3
6.3
o.l
3.9
o.7
10.6
3.3
-  6.9
2A.O
18. o
-  9.7
13.3
11 .6
-o. I
12.6
10.2
-1. B
28Depreciation costs  and
in  1983.  Total  cost  in
than inflation.
France
2.5.1 . DeveI t  of  the  different costs in  national curre
Member Sta
Germany
In  r983,  interest  costs,  fuel  costs,  taxes,  and deprec:Lation \^rere
below the  level  of  inflation.  Wages and repairs  costsi were very
close  to  the  i.nflation  increase.  The increase in  f 983 o:f the  total
cost was below the  level  of  inflation.
Netherlands
only the repair  costs were higher than. the  increase of  inflation'
totlr  costs -in. national c,rrretcies have increased srightl'y  and below
the increase of inflation.
Belgium/Luxembujg
fuel  costs were higher  than the  inf:Iation  rate
national  currency increased a littIe  but  less
The increase of  costs  of  wages and depreciation  was higher  than tl'"
inflation,  whjile  the  costs  -of  taxes  ind  repairs  \^rere cllose to  the
inflation  incr:ease.  Total  costs  in  national  currency hav'e increased
less  than inf l.ation.
United Kingdont
Taxes costs  trave increased very  much in  1983 (ZZ'SZ).  Repair. tttg
wages costs  were very  close  t6  inflation.  Total  costs  in  national
",rir"tt"y  have increased less  than inf lation  '
Denmark
each different  cost was less  than the  infla-
in  national  currency actually  ilecreased in
2.5.2.  Development of  total  costs  in  ECU in  1983
Total  costs  in  ECU in  1983 only  decreased in  Denmark'  The
biggest  increase  occured  in  unitea  Kingdom, burt \tas  only
3.3B.Comparedwiththepreviousyears.,l9qlwastheyear
with  tlre  lowest increase in  totat  costs since tgBI  for  all  the
Member States,  except Belgium/Luxemburg'
The evolution  in  1983 of
tion  rate.  Total  costs
1983.
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8l-l  sr-7 82-l 82-7 83-l' 84-l2.6,  Price  indices  Roar:l
The analysis of  the quarterly indices is  done each quarter in the Europa Transport report.  The figure 2.22. gives the evolu-
tj-on by quarter of  the price  j.ndices by relation  from first quarter L982.
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35llabre 2.23  Annual increase of  price  indices  in  ECU in  1993.
*
Average for  Belgium/Luxemtrurg hauliers  only  includets relations  with
D and I  (see Analysis by Member State).
(I)  DDF means a  German haulier  on the  relation  Germany-France  and
France-Germany.
price  indice  1983 ffi haulier/relation by nelation
by direction
outward  backhaul
average for
haulier from
Member State
DDF (r)
DDI
DDNL
DDBL
+ 6.9t
tI.7t
5. Bt
4. 6t
+
+
+
+
+
5.8t
4.2*
6.1t
5.22
+
+
+  7"7*
+  5.09
+  5,4t
+  4,19
+  5.6t D
T'FD
T'FI
FFNL
FFBL
+ 3. 3t
6.08
0.8E
o. 5t
+
+ 2.6*
6.6t
o.ot
2.22
+
+ 4.1t
5.3*
l.rt
r.0t
+
+
+  2.22 F'
IID
IIF
I INL
I IBL
,r,.9t
3.0t
1t .22
at.2*
3.o3
4. Ot
13.0t
7. Bt
2.5*
0"28
0.43
8. 2*
+
+
3.rt I
NLNLD
NLNLF
NLNLI
NLNLBL
+
+
+
i!.1t
:r. ot
41. 1*
2.3* +
+
+
2,22
3.5E
3. 88
2.3*
+
+
+ 2.lt
2.42
4.62
2.3*
+
+
+
+  3.4t t$L
BLBLD
BLBLF
BLBLI
BLBLNL
BLBLBL
o. ot
+ 10.2E
+  7.8t
+ 15.7t
+  2:,.7t
1.2t
3.5*
7.4*
12.3E
2.7*
+
+
+
+
+  I.tt
+ 19.2t
+  8.lt
+ 23.4*
*
+  2.7t BL
362.6.L. Analysis  of  the  increase of rLce  an in  1983 Member
State
Germany
The price  indices increased very much in  f9B3 on all  ther relations
;;A 6" eacfr dir:ection.  Germany is  the Member State where the general
increase was the largest.  The increase vtas very stable in  each rela-
tion  and in  each direction.
France
ECU
France is  the  only  f'lember State  where the  indices  did  not  evolve in
the  same way tor  Ltt  the  relations.  Indeed, in  re'lationsi with  Ger-
many and Italy,  price  indices  increased and in  relations  with  the
Netherl-ands anil ntfgium/Luxemburg, decreased slightly.
ItaIy
The price  indices  for  Italian  hauliers  fell  in  1983 on  all  rela-
tions.  However backhaul prices  were stronger  and actual'Iy  rose  on
the relation  IBL and IF by 8.2*  and 0.28 respectively.
Netherlands
The price  indices  increased on all  the  relations,  but  les;s
c"rtnin  price  indices.  The increase  is  very  stable  on each
and each direction.
Belgium/Luxembtrrg
The price  indi,ces for  the  relations  BLBLF and BLBLNL do not
realistic.  Prices  in  relation  with  Germany haven't  changed,
Ita1y  there has been a substential  rise'
than the
relation
seem very
but with
372,,6,,2. Evolution in  1983 of cost and ice indices in  ECU in
BIL
The figure below gives, by Member State, the
average levels  for  1983 with  L982 of  both
indices in  ECU.
Table 2.23.
nT-ffi  of the annual
done by geometrical averaging
and 1983.
comparison of  the
cost  and  pricre
increage of  the cost indices wasr
of 'the six-monthly indices of  198i1
D F NL B/L
prr-ce
cost (f)
+ 5.6E
+ 4,.9*
+ 2.2*
6.4t +
+ 3.48
+ 3.38
+ 2.72
+ 2.7*
difference
(p-c) + Cl. 7g -  4.2* + 0. 1l| +0t
France vtas the only Member State where the increase in  costs
in  ECU was higher than the increase in  prices in  ECU, and il:
was also the Member State where thre increase in prices in  1983
compared with L982 was the lowest.
The difference of  increase of prices and costs for  Germany ancl
the Netherlands were quite similar,  but the increase in  coat$
and in prices was higher in  Germany than in  the Netherlands.
Belgian/Luxembourg  hauliers had the lowest increase of  costs,,
The increase in  price  and cost indices in  1983 wds 2.72 for:
both indices.
38Table 2.24.  Comparison between the  level
the tonnages transPorted'
of  the  backhaul Price  and
Relation Haulier
Price  backh.82 FrffiU
Tonnages by haulier
from origin  countrY
in  I'f.TONNES in  1982
outh'ard  backhaul
backhaul/
outward
Share
of  total
market
DF D
F
86,7
94,6
5.020
3.981
6.902
3.229
L,37
0,81
62,32
37 ,72
DI D
I
94,9
gg,4
2.523
3.356
2.679
2.O72
Ir06
o,62
48,9*
51, 1t
DI{L D
NL
98, 6
87, r
4.687
11.132
3.856
IL.269
O,82
l, Ol
27,62
72,42
DBL n
BL
98 12
gl,  6
4.O7I
4. 519
4.115
3.52L
1, 01
0,78
50, 48
49,62
FI F
I
94 ,4
85,7
2.504
2.493
2.225
1.803
o,89
o,62
50,2t
49, 88
FNL f
NL
LO7 ,7
72,3
597
2.228
1.053
1.836
L,'16
O r82
28,9*
71, lt
FBL F
BL
94,L
93 ,4
3. 303
a.27 4
5.592
5.936
L,69
O r72
38,58
61, 58
INL I
NL
100, 6
8I, 5
473
644
396
542
Or 84
0, 84
42,32
57,71
IBL I
BL
84,2
88
534
7L2
387
566
o,'12
o,79
4r,92
59, 1g
NLBL NL
BL
99,2
86, 9
7.162
4.Or2
7.542
2.070
1, 06
Or52
70, 8E
29,22
The hauliers  with  the  relatively  higher  tonnages in  thre -backhaul di-
rection  have the 
-ftil1tli 
r"f.ti.rd  priles  in  the- backhaul direction  for
7 out of  the  to  retltions  conside-red  and only  lorver fo:c 2 out of  the
lO-ielations  (DF and DNL) -  in  the  remaining relation  (flll)  the hau-
Iiers  from both Member states  have simitar  backhaul tonnage ratios'
393.1.
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Chapter 3
Inland Waterways
Introduction
The data
Data reproducecl in  this  issue  are  statistical  data  from the
nationai  statistical  offices  of  Belgiun,  the  Federal Republic
of  Germany and The ttretherlands.  For France, figurers were pro-
vided  by  the  Office  l{ational  de  la  Navigation.  Figures  on
F,hine tiaffic  ancl fleet'  were provided  by  the  Ce:ntral Rhi-ne
Cornmission.  Data on cost  developments are  submiLted by  the
Economic Bureau for  Road and I'traterway transport  (f.e.w.
Rijswijk,  The Netherlands)  .
The data published on bilateral  traffic  are based on informa-
tion  provided by the  exporting  country.
In  the  l-g}2 issue  of  the  Annual Report a  cornparis'on was made
betvreen LgB2 and 19Bl  and between 1982 and L979.  This  l{as
done ir:r order  to  provide  an insight  in  the  develop'ments since
t1e  start  of  the present crisis  and overcapacity irr  the inland
waterwa.y sector.
The cornparison made in  this  issue  is  limited  to  the  one be-
tleen  1083 ancl 1982.  Since the  data provided here are in  ge-
neral  comparable to  those presented in  the  I9A2 i.ssue, there
was no neecl for  a renewed conparison with  L979; th,€ last  year
in  wlich  supl:ly  and clenand for  inlancl rvaten'ray services  hlere
balanced.  Ilowever, where it  proved to  be useful  to  put  the
l9B3 developments  into  perspective,  a comparison wjLth 1979 and
intermerdiate years was made.
Overall. developments
After  three  years of  increasing  decline  in  transport  activity
measured in  lonnes,  l9B3 proved to  be a year of  stabilisation
in  r,/hich a  slight  increase  of  about  700 . 000 ton:nes or  O .2ea
was noted.  hriah the  exception  of  France (-6.2E)  all  l.lember
States contributecl  to  this  positive  result,  in  par:ticular  The
Itretlrerl.ands (+  2.7&)  and Belgium (+ 2.72)'  as  shor^rn in  table
3.1 .
4lTable 3 .I.  Iiational and international  transport act:lvity  by country ('ooo tonnes)
R/L D F NL Total
Growth
rate
r979
1980
19Bl
1982
1983
91, l9l
90,943
87,705
85, 83 7
88, 148
22L,L70
2I2,gO0
2O2,77O
196, 931
199, 56{l
85, 536
B4 ,864
76,994
69,249
64,94L
236 ,825
237 ,599
222,606
2O4 ,548
2IO , 062
438,799
433, 899
406,442
379,518
3BO , r77
-l
-Cl'
-6
+O
1A
38
6Z
2Z
19'79-1983
,dif ference
growth rate
-3,A43
-3. 3t
-2r ,6?il.
-9. 88
-24,595
-24.L?;
-26,763
-11.38
-58,622
-13.,4E
1 982-1983
difference
,gfo\fth rate
+2,311
+ 2.72
+
+
2,73',7
I.4E
4,3O8
6 .2ea
+ 5,514
2.7ea +
+ 659
+ 0. t2?
In  the  course of  the  analysis  it  r.rill  be shorvn that  this  re-
sult  could only  be obtained by a strong  increase of  about  2Aea
in  the  transports  of  oil  products.  Thereforer, what has been
said  in  earlier  reports  of  the  e:lfects  of  the  crisis  in  the
steel  industry  on  inlLand waterway transport  rlf  ore  and coal
and of  the stagnation in  the construction  sector  on transports
of  sand and gravel,  is  still  va1id.
Since  J-979 the  inland  waterr+ay sector  has  l>een sub ject  t,o
im1>ortant losses of  tonnage carried  :  about 59 million  tonnes
or  rflore than 138.  Ifirile  Belgium did  extremel)' well  (-g.ge., o:r
3  million  tonnes),  the  situation  of  France :Ls not  far  from
dranratic  (more than  :2O rnillion  tonnes or  24tt) ,  takj-ng  j-ntrc
account the ongoing decline  in  1983.
Developments in  tonnekilometres  show a  less  r:tramatic pictur,e
on the  long run  (f gZg-f g0Z :  -6,42),  but  in  t.g83 coml>arecl trl
1982 transport  activi'b.y was down by O.22.  The overall  deve.-
loprnents and those  by  country  in  mio.  tkn  arre shown in  thre
following  table.
42Table  3.2. liational
( 'ooo, ooo tkrn)
and international activity by country
BlL n F NL TotaI
Gr:owth
rate
r979
I9BO
r98l
1982
1983
5,908
5, 853
5,442
4,958
4,934
50, 987
51,435
50, 010
49,AOL
49, 100
11,898
12, 151
11, 068
LO,226
9,447
33 ,472
33,,478
3r,792
31, 363
32 ,28r
LO2,265
LO2,9r7
98,3T2
95,948
95,762
+0,63
-4.58
-2 .42
-o,22
r979-1983
difference
grol'lth rate
-97 4
-16.58
-1, BB7
-3.7?5
-2,45L
-20 .62
-1, 191
-3.68
-6, 503
-6.42
r 982-19C3
difference
grorvth rate
-24
-0. 53
-30 I
-0.68
-779
-'1 .6es
+9tB
+2.92
+186
-o ,2ea
b'r'  market
By rirarket, national transport and interrrational transport'  which is
"irfit-"p  i"  iniernational  F'hine traffic  an<l l{orth/south traffic'  the
developtiients could be sumrnarized as in table 3'3'
Table  3.3 '
-(
.['lational  ancl  international  transport
'000 tonnes)
tlational International
Rhine *
(Emrnerich/
Lobith)
r:trcrrth/
Sc,uth
part  of  total  i.w.  transPort 55e 33t L2tZ
1983-1982 tonne,s gaines or  lost
grorvth rate
-4,931
-2 .42
+2 ,565
+2.14
+2t,,597
+a;.78
L9B3-I979 tonnes lost
grorvttt rate
-45,234
-18.6E
-7,O22
-5.33
-at ,347
-6. 5E
*  which  includes  transport  to  ancl from  switzerland  and  excludes
transport  between Frauce and Germatry'
In  general,  international  intand  waterway traffic-  showed EIn upturn'
while  national  traffic  continued to  decrease.  of  the  international
rnarket, l{orttr/South traffic-st-toweO an important  improvement of  5'72'
Ilowever, over t'he past  few y;;;"  l{orth/Stuth  lost  a biggel  share of
its  transports  thari Rhine tr-ae f ic.  I{ati-onal traf  f ic  decreased consi-
clerably :  more than 45 nio'  tonnes or  -18'68'
433-2-  rnland waterway t,ransport on a country-by-country  basis
3.2.1. Table 3.4.  presents tonnage figures  for  LgB?, and 1993, gre
tonnage gained or  lost  and growth rates  for  each bilateral relations and for national traffic.
Table 3.4. Inland  waterways  :  tonnes  car:ried,  national  ancl internationa.L traffic  (,000 tonnes)
\ro
FROI{ \ n/L D F ITL
Total
outgoing
TotaI
outg. &
nation.
B/L
1982
1983
difference
gror,rth rate
2L , t399
20,07t
-1, {l2B
-9.39
r0 ,694
10,968
+274
+2.63
4 ,262
4, O85
-r77
-4 .3ea
IO,923
L3,362
+2,4,39
+22.3?t
25 ,87 5
28,4I5
+2,54O
+9. B8
47,778
48,486
708
+1.58
D
L9B2
t983
difference
grorvth rate
9,266
10,547
+1, zel
+I3,, B8
7r,693
70, go0
-793
-1.18
2,394
2,649
+254
+10.63
27,975
28, 6tC0
+625
+2.2'i;
39, 635
4L,795
+2 , l-60
+5.49
111,32u
IL2, (r95
+1, 367
*L.2e"
F
I 982
1 983
difference
gror,utlr rate
3 ,zJ-r
3, 2[]3
+72
+2.2t2
10, 951
10, 910
-41
-0.43
40,600
36, 701
-3,Bgg
-g .6e;
3, Bo:3
3, 67ll
-13 3
-3. 9rts
17,965
17,463
-10 2
-0.63
58, 565
54,564
-4, 001
-6. 83
uL
T982
I 983
difference
growth rate
25, a;86
25 ,832
+24e;
+1. C)t
63, 858
64,995
+1,137
+1. Bg
4, A2B
3,642
-386
-9.63
68,3'75
Cr9, 9(51
+1, 5ll6
+2.313
93,472
94,469
+997
+1.1t
Le,.L ,847
16,4,43O
+2, 583
+1 .69
Total
irrgoing
L982
r 983
difference
grolth  rate
38, Ct63
39 ,6t62
+1, 5,gg
*4,2es
85, 503
86, 873
+1, 370
+1.68
I 0, 694
10,375
-309
-2.98
42,70L
45,632
+2 , g:|I
+6.9t!
176,947
L42,942
+5, 995
+3 .48
Total
ingoing
& na-
tional
l9B2
1983
difference
growth rate
59 ,962
59,733
-229
-0.48
L57,L96
I57,773
+577
+0.48
5L,2D4
47,079
-4 ,2Og
-8.2&
11r,076
115,:i93
+4,5L7
+4.1i:
379, 518
380, r77
+6!i9
+0.,23
443.2.2.
3.2.3.
3.2.4.
As far  as national  inlancl waterway transport  markets are  con-
cerne<l ronly The Ltretherlands shorved a  sliglrt  improrrernent' In
all  other  countries  a loss  in  tonnage could be noted,  i-t  par-
ticulerr  in  France (-g .6g,) and Belgium/Luxemburg (-B ' 3- ) '  In
France, the  situation  is  getting  drarnatic after  a loss  of  ton-
trog" on national  transports  in  the years LgBI and I9B2 of  9 '7?;
and 11 . {3? resPectivelY.
Ingoing  and outgoing  traffic  of  the  l"tember $tatesi  shorved in
fggg,  i,rrnp.red tb  ;-gB2, positive  develol:nents,  with  the excep-
tion  of  France.  In  international  inland  waterwa;tf transport
about Cr mio. tonnes Inore were carried  in  l9B3 than in  1982.
To tl"rese positive  results,  the main contributers  \i/ere :
-  outgoin!  traffic  of  Belgium/Luxemburg and Germany
ingoi:ng traffic  of  The l{et}rerlan<ls  an<l Belgium/Luxelnburg
France lost  nrore than  4  mio.  tonnes  ( -€'. Bt )  in  o'utgoing  and
O.3rnio.tonnes(-z.gz)iningoingtraffic.Thisstressesthe
poirrt  made in  the  1>revious paragraph concerning the  very  se-
rious  situation  in  the French inland  rvaterluay sectorr.
On aII  bilateral  relations  of  France with  the  e:xception of
D --F  it  decrease could  be noted.  All  other  bilatererl  rela-
tions  strowed increases,  some of  thenr very  important', like  on
R/L -+ lrl,
D  +B/L
r:trL -)  D
+2,439 mio. tonnes
+L ,zBL ntio .  tonnes
+1,137 rnio. tonnes
+22.32
+I3. B?
+ t.B8
3.3.  Inland waterlray transport  bv corrunodities
3.3. f .  The four  conunoclities most relevant  to  international-  inland  wa-
terway  sector  in  the  order  of  tl'reir  importance  are  the
f ollorving  :
-  builcling  rnaterials  (msr A)
-  ores and metal waste (uSf a)
-  petroleum products  (tEsr e )
-  lnd  coal  (tJst 2')
In  1983, 274.5 mio.  t  of  goods in  these four  NST groups wer9
strippea'in  and between t'iember states,  wlrich is  72,4ea of  all
"ftiiri""ts 
by inlan<l waterways.  Ttre group "buildin<; rnaterials"
is  iry  far  Ltte most importJnt  follorved by  ores  and lretroleum
products.
The tonnes transported  in  national  and internati.onal  inland
*.t"rorr,y  traffic  iro^  I97g to  l-9B2 developed as fo.Ilorvs :
45liable  3 .5.  Inland  Water$rays 3 tonnes
international  and nirtional
of  NST 6,  ,L, 3 and 2  car:rj.ed
traffic  ('000  tonnes)
NST
6 4 3 2 Total
L979
r980
19Bl
L9B2
r983
L66,75e
L65,406
149,488
r3L,967
1 30,496
45 ,928
43, 105
40, 308
39,Bog
37,834
Bl, 836
76,923
69 ,960
68,735
7L,2O5
32, il79
37.064
37 , tros
38, 307
34,9r4O
326,gOL
322,499
297 ,66L
278, gl8
274,475
r979-1983
difference
growth rate
-36,262
-2L.7e;
-8,094
-L7.62
-10, 631
-13.08
+2,li6L
+7.9t2
-52,426
-L6Z
l982-1983
difference
grorvth rate
L,471
l.1e
-r ,97 5
-5.08
+2,47O
+ 3.68
-3, 3i67
-8. rlr8
-4,
I
343
.63
NST
6 4 3 2 Total
L979
l9B0
l981
L9B2
1983
38.08
38.r3
36. 88
34.62
34.42
10.58
9.92
9.93
ro. 48
10.08
18,68
L7.74
L7.22
rB. o8
18. 88
7 .stt
8.5!3
9. 38
10.0r3
9.2i\
74.52
74.32
73.2.2
73.1E
72.42
As already  implied  in  paragraph 3.L.2.,  of  the  four  rnain com- modity grouPs only  the  shipment of  petroleium product  showe<l a positive  developrnent.  This  gror"rth (+:.6sd )  w.s  not  suf:fi- cient  to  off-set  the  decrease noted for  tlre  other  NST-grou1:s which  a_re very  important  for  inland  navigation  sector.  In particular  the transports  of  coal  (-g.BE) and ore  (-S.OA) ,n,eie
considerable  influelnced  by  the  steel  crisjLs  and,  as  far  as coal  is  concerned, the  change in  energy ahd environment pc,li- cies.
since  1979, transPorts  of  sand and graver  (-2L.72)  and ore (-17.68)  encountered serious  losses,  irhile  "o.i  shipments ;; still  of  more import.ance than before the  secon<l energy crisis.
3.3.2.  The share of  these four  NsT-groups in  totall  national  and in- ternational  inland  waterway transports  d.ecreased gradually from 74.52 in  L979 to  72.44 in  1983.  The development of  tha shares of  the  individual  groups  is  shown in  the  following table.
Table  3.6. share of  Nslt 6,  4,  3  and 2  in  total  national  and international :Lnlancl waterway transport.
46A more detailed  analysis of  the  four  main l{ST-groups on a
country by country basis is  given below'
3.3.3. I{ST 6 :  BuiLding materials
The key industry for  goods in  this  group_ is  th-e building  and
construction industry.  In  f983r ds in  l992r thr: sector suf-
fered because of high inLerest rates and gloomy p'erspective  on
the development of personal income which kept construction ac-
tivity  at  a low level.  l'loreover, the budgetar'y pro-hrlems of
governments forced lotember States to limit  tireir  erxpenditure in
the field  of  investments in public works.  An uncertain econo-
mic outlook for  the industry in  general pushed investments in
industrial  construction further  down'
As was shown in  table 3.5.,  national and interna.tional trans-
port  of  NsT 6 decreased by r.18.  In  table  3."7. a more de-
laited  picture on develoPments is  given'
Inland  waterrvays; tonnes of  r'IST 6  carried  in  national
traffic  and on iiiateral  relations  ('OO0 tonnes) Table  3.7 .  :
\TO rRoMl B/L t) F NL
Tot.
outgoing
B/L
1"982
1.983
difference
gJrorvth rate
4,37r
3, 863
-  5OB
-11.69
800
877
+77
+9.6?
999
918
-7L
-72
5, 09t]
6, 53{)
+L,44:l
+28.3!a
6,897
B ,344
+r,447
+2r. o3
D
1982
1983
di-f f erence
growth rate
l, 851
L,'753
9B
-5.38
20 ,2L6
20,'lOL
+485
+2.42
270
304
+34
+.l-2 .6ea
L7 ,44:t
16, 911)
-52,L
-3.0r8
]-9,564
lB, 976
-5BB
-38
F
1982
1983
d:Lf f erence
grorrLh rate
4L2
l-92
220
-53.48
7,974
7 ,548
-426
-5.38
I8, 9OB
L7,263
-L ,645
-8. 7E
I,2313
L,25'3
+15
+L.22
9,624
8,993
-631
-6.62
h1t
Ltl82
1983
d:if f erence
grolrLh rate
11,079
9,728
_1, 351
-r2.22
1, 939
2, LgL
+252
+13.0?
2L6
lBB
-28
-13.OE
39,153
40,501
+1, 348
+3 .42
L3 ,234
t2, l-o7
-L, r27
-8.53
TotaI
ingoing
1982
r9B3
difference
growth rate
13 ,342
rL,673
-L ,669
-L2.52
ro,713
10, 364
-349
-3.38
l, 485
r,42O
-65
-4.42
23,779
24,7Lr
+932
+3.9?
49 ,3L9
48, L6B
-r , 151
-2.32
473.3.4.
rn international transport of  NST 6 the Io:ss of  tonnes trans- ported was reratively  of  greater im;rcrtance than in  national traffic  (-  2.32 against  o.4E).  rn  lg8l  and rg92 j-nte,rna-
tionar  traffic  of  sancl and gravel decreased by B.rB and 5.gE respectively.  since  1979 these transportsi decreased by  7.8
rnio. tonnes or 14I .
Bergium and France were severery hit  by the crisis  in the con- struction  sector.  Taking into  account national  and ingoing traffic  Belgium lost  more than 2.0 mio.tonnes and France more than L.7 mio.tonnes. The Gerrnan imp'er.g. aLnd national trans- ports by inrand waiLerway remained stlure  (+ 0.58), while Dutctr ingoing and nationilr traffic  increased by about 2.3 mio.tonnes (+ 3.58 ) .
consequently, outgloing traffic  of  Member states  decreased, except for  Bergium rvhich noted a r.4  mio.tonnes increase for transports to  the Netherlands follorving a rate  reduction for these transports.
NST 4 : Cres and metal waste
Because Nsr 4 goods are raw materials for  the steele industry, the quantities carr:ied are influenced by the recession and tfie restructuring of  tlhe steere industry.  consr:quently, transport activity  decreased further  by 5E in  rggg afler  hiving  seen a decrease of 5.4. mi-o.tonnes or 13.48 between rgTg ana 1ggg.
Table 3. B sholvs thiat only one traf f ic  reration  is  of real  im- portance :  NL -  D. on this  reration  7.L mio;tonnes of  traffic
has been lost  sincer L9797 or 19.8A.
48Table  3.8  Inland  waterways; tonnes  of  NST 4  carried  in  national
traffic  ilncl on bilateral  relations  ('OOO tonnes)
\ro rRo}ll B/L U F NL
Tot.
outgoing
B/L
198:2
1933
difference
growth rate
r ,322
L,5'lg
+ 256
+19.48
l, 103
453
-  650
-58.93
618
657
+39
+5.39
r45
278
+13 3
+91.78
1,868
1, 3BB
-  4BO
-25.72
D
1982
r9 B3
difference
growth rate
235
223
L2
-5.18
2,493
2, LgB
-295
-11 . B,B
209
404
+195
+93.38
121
493
+372
+307.48
565
1,120
+555
+98.22
F
L9B2
1983
difference
grolvth rate
9
I1
+2
*22 .2es
2I
2
l9
-90. 58
148
101
+47
+31 .83
0
o
0
0
30
I3
T7
-56.73
L\L
1982
1983
difference
grorvth rate
2,437
L,423
-1, 014
-41.64
28,BO7
28,23O
-577
-2.08
L ,259
872
387
-30.78
882
9lr
+29
+3.38
32, 503
30, 525
-r,978
-  6.18
Total
ingoing
I9B2
I 983
difference
growLh rate
2 ' 
()BL
L ,657
-r,o24
-38.2E
29,93I
28, 685
-L,246
-4.22
2,086
1,933
153
-7.32
266
71r
+505
+189. Bt
34 ,964
33, 046
-1, 9rB
-5. 5E
493,3.5  IST 3 :  Petroleum Products
Contrary to  other  goods categories  rrrhich are important  to  in-
Iand  waterway transport,  traffic  of  petro.leum products  has
been increasing  dur:Lng the  last  few years following  the  stabi-
lisation  and -  late:c on -  tl'Ie reduction  of  oil  prices.  In  L982
international  transports  increased by  5.2?s and in  1983 a  198
increase could be noted.
Of  the  internationaLl  relations  Dutcir outgoj-ng traffic  covers
about 2/3 of  all  ini[ernational  relation.  The increase of  these
relations  was about the  same as the overall  increase.
As far  as national  traffic  is  concerned onJ-y the  l{etherlands
noted a slight  improvement.
Table  3.9 f nlan<l waterwalrs; tonnes  of  llsT  3  ca:rried  in  national
traffic  ancl on b:ilateral  relations  ('000  tonnes)
'\  ro
FRoMI B,/L D F
}]I T !1!
Tot.
outgoing
B/L
L9B2
1983
difference
growth rate
6 ,357
5 ,664
.-693
-10.98
3, 691
4,558
+867
+23 .See
262
27L
+9
+3.48
2,L37
2,705
+568
+26.6t
6, 09O
7,534
+L,444
*23.7e;
D
1982
1983
difference
growth rate
356
3r9
-37
-1t1.4?
L9,L75
17, 983
-L, L92
-6 .Zea
L54
308
+154
+1008
L, O92
817
-275
+25 .42
L,602
L, r44
-458
-28 ,6es
F
1982
l9B3
difference
growth rate
6
I
-5
-B:3.38
e65
L,237
+372
+432
7,874
-1, 143
-I2.7ee;
32
51
+19
+59.48
903
L,289
+386
+42.92
NL
19B2
r9B3
difference
grorvth rate
5,850
7,654
-l,804
+30. BE
12,95r
14,592
+1, 641
+I2.72
299
442
+I43
+47 .7ea
6,495
6,729
+ 234
+3.6?
19, 100
22,688
+3, 5BB
+lB . Be6
'Iotal
ingoing
1982
1983
difference
grorvth rate
6,2L2
7,974
-L,762
+28.34
17,5O7
20, 387
+2, 880
+16.53
715
I,O2I
+306
+42.82
3,26I
3,573
+312
+9.63
27,695
32,955
5 ,260
+19. 03
503.3.6.  NST 2 :  flolid  mineral  fuels
Transport develol:ments in  this  sector  depend in  particular  on
tlre  economic situation  in  the  steel  industry  and crn the  re-
sults  on energy policy  decisions.  Therefore,  a disti:nction  has
to  be macle between the  markets for  the  carriage  ofi  coal  for
the  stee.L industry,  and the market for  coal  transports  for  po-
wer stat:iotrs.  Germany, France and Belgium are using their  in-
digenous coal  for  steel  pro<luction.  Exports of  this  coal  in
general are decreasing.  On the other hand, some countries'  in
farticular  Germany aira the  Netherlands,  are  using  imported -coat, or:iginating 1n particular  from the U. S. ,  Austria  and Po-
lancl, for  energy production.  Ilorvever, this  tendency, prominent
in  LgTg and l9S0 ieversed in  I9B3 because of  the reduction  and
stabilisiltion  of  oil  prices.  France and Belgium depend to  an
increasing  extent  on nuclear po\i/er stations  for  energy produc-
tion  ana ptay a minor role  in  the  international  coal  transport
by inland  watenvay scene.
Table  3.tO  shows the  results  of  these  developmentsi. In  19BO
the overall  carriage  of  coal  increasecl by 3.5U. After  stabili-
sation  in  1981 (-O.ZZ)i  l-9B2 an<1 f9B3 shorv a sharp reduction
in  transport  activity  (-7.38  and -16.1?)respective.Ly.  German
ex1:orts iell  during  t1re period  1979-1983 by about 3 mio.tonnes
or  353. Gerrnan imports went dorm by 244 in  1983 after  1004 in-
crease between L979 and 1983. Consequently, Dutch exports de-
creaseci in  1983.
In  France and Pelgium the  national  transport  marke'L for  coal
contrarcted, the  one in  Germany remained stable,  wh:Lle in  the
Netherlands an improvement could be noted.
5lliable  3.10.  Inland  water:ways; tonnes of  IIST 2  carried  in  national .--trafficandonbi1atera1re1atj.ons(.oo0tonnes)
\ro FRO}{1 r\/L n F tllL
Tot.
outgoin'g
e/t
l982
1983
difference
growth rate
31,344
2t,7AL
-(r43
-7.9.22
566
433
-t33
-?3.5A
r09
60
-49
-45.08
t5r
r10
-4L
-27.2A,
826
603
-223
-27.A2
D
1982
I 983
difference
grorv'th rate
819
1,057
+238
-2:,9.I2
IL,2L2
11,303
+91
+0. Ba
L,232
1, OBB
-L44
-IL.7Z
3,366
3 ,244
-r22
-3.6E
5,4L7
5, 389
-28
-0. 5?
r
I982
r9B3
difference
grorvth rate
2
7
+5
+ 2 50e,t
L44
148
+4
+2. BE
6,815
q  70R J 
' 
I  JJ
-1, 020
-15.03
T7
59
+42
+247?-
163
2L4
+51
+31.38
tlT
1982
t983
difference
grorvth rate
1,418
703
-715
+50.4E
4,I82
3, 139
-1, 043
-24.92
7l.2
616
-96
-13.54
4,2L8
4,477
+259
+6.18
6,3r2
4, 458
-L,854
-29 .4ea
TotaI
ingoing
L982
r9B3
difference
grorvth rate
2,239
L ,767
-472
-21. r8
4 ,892
3,720
-L, r'12
+24.O2
2, 053
L,764
-209
-14.18
3,534
3,413
-L2L
-3 .42
12 ,7 r8
IO,664
-2 , O54
-16.18
523.4.
3.4.1.  International  corninuttity inl;rnd waterway transport  can be basi-
cally  cliviclecl into  trrro separate geographical  . and organizatio-
nal  markets :  the  Rhine ana the  l,trorth/South (i.e.  traffic  be-
trveen 'ii're l{ettrerlands,  Retgium anci France west of  the Rhine) '
Of atl  international  intra-Conununity traffic  by  inland  water-
\,rays, about 75eo goes by thg  Rhine.  The development in  tonnes
ar:d tonnekilorrreters triditionat  Rhine traf  f ic  ( i. e'  interna-
tional  Ririrre traf  f ic  lrlus  Gerntan and French national  traf f ic
touching ttre Rhine, .t-a inclucling  traffic  to  and fron  switzer-
Iand)  is  shorvn belo"Y :
Table 3.1I.  Traclitional  Rhine traffic  ('ooo  tonnes and 'oo0'000 tkn)
3,4.2.  fihine
'000
tonnes
diffe-
rence
growth
rate
'000.000
tkn
diffe-
rence
growth
rate
I 979
I 980
r 981
1 982
I Orl?
2O5,473
r93, 16(r
189,73r
r84 ,253
r87,691
7,3O7
t.,435
5,478
3,438 +
3.43
-  4.32
2 .9ea
+ 1.93
3() ,77 2
36,326
35,486
35, 143
35, 095
4t46
er40
3t43
4B
-L.22
-2,32
-1. Ot
-o.14
1 979-1 98 3 -L7,782 -  8.73 -r,677 -4.62
Durirrg tlie  period  1979-1982 transport  activity-in  tonnes de-
"r"as6.1 by iO.at  or  about 2L mio.  t.  After  1979, vrhich was
tlre  best  year  for  inlan<l waterway Rhine tratrsport- since  1974'
which vJas the  best  year  ever,  the  dowtrward trend  on a yearly
basis  alrlounted to  3.4t,  4.38 and 2.}sJ in  consecut:Lve years'
Irr  19[]3 t]ris  trencl reversecl an<l a slight  increase: of  3'4  mio'
tonnesr or  193 could be noted.
In  te.riits of  tonnekilometres  the  negative  rJevelolp,rnent  of  the
last  ferv years  has been less  dramatic,  but  stil"I  important'
In  19ti3 the  situation  becarne stable  (-0'1'q6) '
Another inclicator  for  internatioual  Rhine traffic  is  the deve-
lopment in  traffic  registerecl  at  the  German/Dutch border  at
nn.,'mer:icir/l,otritti.  Tables 3.12.  ancl 3.13.  shorv the developments
of  upstrealnm ancl <lownstrearn traffic  by commodity rgroup'
5319B2 l9B3 difference gror*th
rate
Total 81, 885 83, 239 +1, 353 + 1.78
I{ST
Chal:ters
0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
2,548
7 ,283
5, BoO
L9 ,ALg
3r,6L2
3, 980
2,767
2, B2B
5,033
615
2,3L8
7,LOs
4,48O
22,816
29,gL4
4,2O9
2,895
3, r39
5, 543
8t9
230
L7B
-1, 320
+3 ' 
397
-r,698 +  229
+  L2B
+  311
+  510
+  204
-  9.0t
-  2.4ea
-22.8t
+17. 5e"
5.4ea
+ s.Bt
*  4.6ea
+11. 03
+10. 1?t
+33.28
'Iable  3.L2. :  International  Rhine traffic  pass:Lng Emmerich/Lobith
upstream ('OOO t)
rn _ upstrearn traf f:Lc, about 553 of  alr  traf fic  passing this pointr  drr increase of  L.7z was registered.  tlsr  4 and 3 are the most important commodity groups on this  link.
For reasons explained earrier  in  this  sect.ion of  tlre report traffic  of ore and metal waste decreased by about 1.7 mio.:Lon-
nes ( 5.49 ) .  This decrease amounted to  7 .7 mio. tonnes or  zres since 1979. Traffjrc of petroleum products \/i,ent up by 17.5a or
3 .4 mio . tonnes in  :t983 af ter  an increase of: r 2 . 59s oi  z .2 :nio .
tonnes in  1982.
llable  3.13.  Internatinal  Rhine  traffic  passirng llmmerj-ch/f,onitn -rctream  ('ooo t)
1982 1983 difference grovrth
rate
Total 4r,837 43,O49 +L ,2L2 + 2.92
ITST
Chapters
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
964
1, 703
4,262
L,257
368
5, 383
2l ,342
r ,757
2 ,7 3C>
2,065
L ,332
L,256
5, Ol5
L,O77
67L
5, l4o
20,650
2, LL6
3,410
2,382
368
447
+
+
753
180
303
243
692
359
674
3L7
+38.2t
-26 .32
+L7.7?i
-L4 .4eo
+82.33
-  4.58
3.22
+20.42
+24.67
+15.49
543.4.3.
In  downstream trafficr  dD increase of  2.98 vtas noted' Trans-
p"tt  of  sand and gravel  (uSf 6 )  has a share of  otrer 508 on
i6i"  link.  Traffic  decreased in  t9B3 by O.7 mio. tonnes or
3.22.  Since lgTg NsT 2 transports decreased 3.2. mrio' tonnes
or f48.
North-South
lJorth-south consistis  of  the  netrvork of  rivers  and canals west
of  the  llline  between ifr"  Netherlands,  Bel-gium and France'  By
commodity group the market situation  changecl between 1982 and
1983 as follorvs  :
Table 3.14.  :  tiorth-South traffic  ('OOO tonnes)
T982 1983 difference groruth
rate
Total 45,2OL 47,798 +2,597 + 5,,72
t\iST
Chapters
o
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
5 ,37O
4,]-60
r,457
7,877
2,387
r,975
17,0o0
2,096
2,O3O
84r
5, 411
3,947
944
ro, 525
2, 183
1,9r8
17,297
l, 901
2,499
1, l7o
+41
-2r3
-513
+2,648
-204
-57
+297
-195
+469
+329
+0. Bt
-5.18
-35.22
+33.63
-8. 5t
-2.9ea
tL.'|et
-9.39
+23. rt
+39.18
The trend  in  l,Iorth/south  traf  f ic  has  been  down'ward since
1980. In  1981 and Lgez taken together  a decrease o:f 1o'5 mio'
tonnes or  19? could be noted'
In  1983 a  strong  recovery of  tlre  market emerged :  + 2.6  mio.
tonnes or  5.73.
tIsT 6 i.s by  far  the  most irnportant  commodity shipped on this
market.  After -lt"--y""t"  of -important  losseJ  in  trcnnes' 1983
shows a slight  improvement of;  O.3 mio.tonnes or  l'73'  As in
the  case of  the  n}ine  the  shipment of  petroleum products con-
tributed  to  a very  large  exteid  to  the  general  improvement of
the market.
553.5.  Fleet  developments
l{ot  wit}rstanding  a  slig}rt  recovery  of  the  inland  wiaterway
transport  rnarket in  1983, a  clear  dortrnward trend  in  demancl
since  L979 of  13.48 in  tonnes and of  6.42  in  tonnekilometers
remains. In  thiei paragraph the  clevelopment of  the  suppllg side, i.e.  the  fleet,  is  given.
The analysis  wil.t  be conducted at  two lerrels  :  at  the  lrevel of the  total  fleet  and at  the  level  of  the  Rhine fleet,  wtrich
consists  of  those vessels  having  a  Rhirre certificate  and an official  ship's  number. Finatly  a compar:Lson of  tl're results  of the  analysis  wittr  the  clevelopment of  overall  transport  acti- vity  (par.  3.1.21) is  given in  or<ler to  indicate  the marlcet si- tuatlon  in  termsi of  overcapacity.
3.5.1.  Total  fleet
Table 3.15. shor,rrs the size of the fleet  -  in  number of rressels
and carrying ca.pacity  at  various dat.es. Figures are also given for the f Leets of the relevant l4ernber States.
Table 3.15.  : Freet developments :  total  f'leet  irr nurnber of  vessers
and carry'ing capacity ('000 tonnes)
I.1 .
r979
1.1 .
I 9E3
1.r.
r9B4
I9B2-
L979
Growth I 9C4-
1983
Growth
rate
Total:  vessels
carrying
capacity
L9 ,397
r 3, 171
17,7A7
12 ,947
17,238
L2,779
-2.L59
-168
-11.28
-3.03
-469
-r6B
-2 .6e"
-1.38
B  :  vessels
carrying
capacity
?  1r1
l, 955
2,758
l, 785
2,675
L,759
-646
-l9C)
-19.5t
-10.08
-83
-26
-3.08
-1. 5E
L  :  vessels
carrying
capacity
20
T2
I6
11
15
I1
-5
-1
-25.08
-8.38
-T
o
-Ct .3ea
o. o8
D  :  vessels
carrying
capacity
4,23O
3, B5g
3,496
3,459
3, 411
3,422
-819
-437
-L9 .42
-11.38
-85
-37
-2 .42
-1.18
F  :  vessels
carrying
capacity
5 ,525
2,618
4,976
2,464
4,831
2,37 4
'69lt
-244
-12.63
-9.3*
-r45
-90
-2.92
-3.7E
t{L  :  vessels
carrying
capacity
6, 3oI
4,727
6,46r
5,228
6, 306
5 ,2L3
+5
+486
+0.18
+10.38
-15 5
-15
-2 .4ee
-0. 3?
56In  l9B3 the  fleet  of  ttre l"lernber States  decreased by  469 ves-
sefs  (-Z.eg)  ancl 168.OOO tonnes carrying  capacity.  Since L?7-9
the  nurnber of  vessels  has deminished considerably  by  11'2?'
on  the  ottrer  han<l capacity  clecreasecl only  to  a  relatively
snall  extent  :  -3.03.  This  figure  is  the  result  olt tvro oppo-
site  ten<lencies :  on the  one hand the  fleets  of  Be-Lgium, Lux-
ernburg, Germany and France decreased by  10'48;  on the  other
hanci the  capa"ity  of  the Dutch fleet  increased by 1ll.3E.
consequentl!r  the  relative  shares of  the  national  fleets  in
the  total  fleet  changed consiclerably over  the  years,  ds  is
sliorvn in  table  3 . 15 .
Table 3.16.  ltr;rtional sliatres in  total  fleet  capacity
1.1.19'79 1.1.1984 difference
R
L
n
F
IrL
14. Bt
0.13
29.38
19.93
35.93
13.73
0.1t
27.32
18.53
40. 58
-1. ltp
0.08p
-2 .08p
-1.4tp
+4.68p
3.5.2.  overcaPacity
Irr last  year's  issue of  the Atrnual Report. an estintate was made
of  tl"re 'orr"r".p.city  in  the  inland  navigation  serctor '  The
cal-culation  wai based on t1e  assunption that  19.79 was a  year
in  rvhictr a  reasonable eguivalent  betwecn sul:ply  and- ^demand
existecl.  The  extent  to  vrhich  clevelopments  in  1983 have
effectecl  the  overcapacity  situation  is  shorun in  the  follorving
table.
able 3.17.  f,stirnated overcapacity of  the total
1.1 .1984 1.1.19S3
demaucl (tkrn)
supply (t.  carrying
capacrity)
balance
prod.  incr.  (leu/Year)
estinrated
overcapacitY
-6.48
-3 .03
-6 .2e;
a  ?o,
-3 .47t
+5. O?
-4 .57;
+4. Oe6
B.4Z 8. 53
leet
of  tonnes overcapa-
100 rnio. tonnes. overcapacity stabilized  in  1983'  In  terras
city  cbuld Le estirnated at  a level  of  about
In  the  ,'Analysis  and Forecast". report  of  the  mar]<et observa-
ii""-  "V"fu*  issued  in  the  series-"Europa  Transport",  a  2'6?;
increase in  tonnes is  forecast  for  international  'Lransport by
inlancl r,*aterway. Assuning a  2'62  increase  for  inland  water-
way transport 
--  natignal  and international  irr  tonnekil-o-
metres and a furtiler irrcr..?i "ffiauctivi't1ifrffi tm-"J".ti""  in  carrying capacity rviIl  kee' ove:rcapacity at
tlre level of about 7g; ot  900.000 tonnes.  A real effort  to re-
duce capacity by 1>olicies which stimulate scrapping remains
necessary to outiii  a real  improvemetrt of the situation  in  the
inland navigation tnarket.
573.6.  Inland waterway transport  by flag
Not all  the  1983 data on the  share of  the fleet  of  each of  the
Member States  in  inland  waterway transport  is  as  yet  avai-
lable.  Therefore, data from 1981, based ren tonnes carried  are
presented here in  order  to  give  an insigtrt  in  traffic  on each
of  the inland waterway transport  markets.
3.6.f.  Flagshares  on national  and international  rnarkets
In  table  3.18.  flag  shares are  given  for: national  transport,
international  transports,  ingoing and out,Joing traffic  and to-
tal  transport,  including  tiansit  traffi.c  o?  Belgium/Luxem-
burg,  Germanyr France and The Netherlands.  Next to  the  traf-
fic  ahares of  each country  the  share is  given  for  other  car-
riers  ( rr0rr ) .  Under this  heading vessels of  Swiss ( 7f . 3t )  and
East bloc  (20.8E) nationalitles  are the most important.
Table 3.18.  :  Inland waterways; national  and international  traffic  in
tonnes; share by nationality  of  thr: vessel,  1981 (?)
nationality
of  the vessel
national
traffic
i.nternational
traffic
outgoing
traffic
ingoing
tratEf ic
total
traffic
(inc1.  transit)
B/t
B/L
D
F
NL
o
9r .8
1.1
0.5
5.9
o.7
36.2
7.8
6.4
44.2
5.4
35 .4
11.6
6.2
38. I
4.7
36.8
:t. I
6.6
48. 5
3.0
50. o
5.9
6.1
34. O
4.0
D
s/t
D
F
NL
o
0.8
89.4
o.2
6.3
3.3
6.0
34.2
2.4
44.7
L2.7
8.O
21.5
3.0
50. B
]-6.7
rl.8
4J_.4
t2.o
41 .2
I0.6
4.4
5r.5
2.3
3L.2
10.6
F
B/L
D
F
NL
0
o.2
o.2
99.1
0.1
o.4
19.7
37.8
20.4
r2.8
9.3
13.3
47 .4
15.7
11.4
L2.2
32t,.O
l!). 3
29t.6
15.5
3.6
6.7
L6.2
62.5
7.2
7.4
lirL
B/L
D
F
NL
o
1.5
0.r
o.0
97.8
0.6
r3.6
22.I
3.3
54. 5
6.5
r3.4
26.r
3.2
s0.7
5.6
l4f.1
l4f.0
3.6
62t.O
6.3
1r.8
L4.9
2.3
66.0
5.O
58As becomes clear  from the  table,  national  traffic  is  in  the hands of
transl>orters  of  that  same country.  Flagshares tend to  be about 903
and well  above.  OnIy Dutch carriers  have a small  share of  about 6E
in  Belgian and Gernan national  traffic.
In  international  traffic,  the very  strong position  of  the Dutch fleet
is  the  most interesting  feature.  tlot  only  do Dutch vessels  carry
54.52 of  Dutch international  traffic,  they  also  are  the  main trans-
porter  of  German (49.38)  and Belgian  (44.72)  international  traffic.
This  important marketshare is  hold  in  inEoing as well  as in  outgoing
traffic.
In  German ancl Belgian  international  traffic,  national  carriers  hold
irrrportant rnarket shares of  more than one third  of  the  tonnage trans-
ported.  As far  as Belgium is  concerned the  share is  ab,out the  same
in  ingoing as in  outgoing traffic.  For German flag  vessels the  share
is  twice  as big  in  ingoing as in  outgoing traffic.
On the  trrench international  inland  rvaterway transport  market Gernan
carriers  hold  the  biggest  share  (37.88),  in  particular  in  ingoing
traffic.  Belgian  and French vessels  carry  about one f:ifth  on that
market.
Figures  on  market  shares in  total  international  traffi.c,  based on
tonnes carried  and tonnekilometres,  as well  as in  international  Rhine
shipping,  based on tonnes carried,  are presented in  table  3.f9.  Mar-
ket  shares inr North/South transport  could be estimated on the  bases
of  the other  two figures.
TabIe  3.19. :  Flag  shares  in  total  international  transport  and
international  transport  by market, 1981 (E)
Flag Tota1 international
traffic
( tkrn)  ( tonnes )
Riri-ne
traffic
( tonnes )
l{orth/South
traffic
( tonnes ) *
B/L
D
F
TJL
o
11.1
33.1
4.9
41.8
9.1
L5.2
25.3
4.9
45.7
8.9
7.6
29 ,6
2.7
5l .7
8.4
39.9
L2.6
LI.2
36.3
0.0
*  estimated
As is  shown in  the  table,  the  strong
international  inland  waterway is  based
in  international  Rhine shipping.
In  ;nternational  tlorth/South  shipping  the  Belgian  transporters  have
the main share (39.9?),  followed by the Dutch (36.38).
position  of  the  Drrt.ch flag  in
in  particular  on a, 5L.72 share
59:3.6.2 Flagshares in  total  inland waterway transport and fleetutili-
sation.
on the total  intand hraterway transport market, national  a:nd
international,  the slhare of  each nationality,  based on trans-
port activity  in  tonnekilometres is  given in  table  3.2O.  In
column (2') the flagshares are given by excluding third  flags;
in  column (3) the peirt of  each flag  in  the total  fleet  me,a-
sured in tonnes carrying capacity in  1981 is  r3iven.
'Iable 3.20.  : Flagshares in  total  international  trarrsport and in  the
total  fleet,  l.98l (B)
If  we compare flag  sihares and fleetshares,  as is  done in  crc-
lumn (ql ,  we have a rfteasure for  tl-re extent  to  which the  fleets
are utilized  on the jlnland waterway raarket.  Irle wiII  call  this
measure the  fleet  ut:ilisation  ratio.  The change of  these crc-
efficients  over  the  years  could  be an inter:esting  indicatrcr
which can also be rel-ated to  cost-  and price  :i-ndices.
As the  table  shorvs the  fleet  of  the  Gertnan has a high  fle,et
utilisation  ratio  (139.6),  while  the French fleet  shorvs a ve:ry
lorv utilisation  ratio  (58.2).
Fi-ag Total  traffic
( 1)  (2')
Total  fleet
(3)
F leetr:tilisa-
tionriltio  =(2) xlOrC (4)  T5I
B/L
D
F
l{L
o
9.9
35.0
10. 5
35.7
8.9
10. B
38. r
11.4
38.7
14.0
27.3
19.6
39. I
77.:I
139 . 15
58.:2
99.0
603.7 .
3. 7. t.
Transport Inquiry  Survey
The results  of  opinion  surveys carried  out  among waterway ope-
rators  on the  Rhine and the  lilorth/South network g:ive a  quick
insight  into  effects  of  the  economic depression on the  inland
waterway sector.
On the  Rhine, these surveys are conducted by the Central  Rhine
Commission in  cooperation with  the  European Commission among
about 25 shipolvners.
On the  l{orth/South,  the  Economic Bureau for  road and waterway
transport  (U.n.lV.,  t{etherlands),  and  the  Institrut  pour  le
Transport par Battelerie  (t.t.n.,  Belgium) collect  information
among a panel  of  owner/operators and shipowners o:n behalf  of
the  Cornrirission.  The  Of f ice  t{ationale  de  la  Navigation
(O.tl.t+.,  frrance) also  supplies  relevant  information.
Rhine
The development in  tonnes of  Rhine traffic  throughout the year
evolved from a bad first  and second quarter  (-O.Ze6 and -1.08)
to  a fairly  good third  and fourth  quarter.  The aggregate ba-
lance of  opinions  on activity  and utilisation  of  capacity  pu-
blished  in  the  quarterly  reports  "l,larket  developrnents" show
this  development cIearly.  Quarterly  statistics  crcnfirm this
1:icture,  as stroryn below.
Table 3.2]-.  Traditional  Rhine traffic  ('0OO tonnes and '000,000 tkm)
'000
tonnes
1983
'000
tonnes
L982
Change
'000. oo0
tkm
1983
'000.000
tkm
L982
Change
Quarter
I
2
3
4
43.969
48.O23
48.936
46.763
44.28O
48. 500
46.47r
44.442
-0. 7?
-1.03
+5.3e
+5.23
I
9
9
B
524
L62
2L3
196
8.341
9.2L9
4.946
8.635
+2.22
-0.6E
+3.0e
-5.18
In  tonnekilometres  the  picture  is  more varied.  The decrease
during  the  fourth  guarter  could  be  explained by  the  extreme
low l'raterlevels  during  that  particular  1>eriod, which effect  in
particular  the  long distance  shipments to  and from the  Upper-
Rhine.
Freightrates  were reported  to  remain very  low even during  the
Iorv waterlevel  period.
6l3.7.2. North/South
I'Iaiting time is  one of the best indicators o:E economic acti,yi-
ty  on the t{orth/South markets, in  particulan tn  the dry bralk
sector.  Transport of oil  products (the main factor to the po-
sitive  developments  on important parts of  these market) is  in
general free from "t)ourse" -  intervention.
The following table published earlier  in  "Ma::ket developm€Drlsrl
shorvs these development in the last  three yeilrs.
Table 3.22. Quarterly average of  waiting  days in  international
North-South traffic.
*  Belgian dornestic and Delgiurn to  France
The very  negative  developrnents irr  France -1t6.18 in  L9B2 and
-8.98  in  1983 on  national  plus  outgoing  traffic  exclud:Lng
traffic  to  Germany (ntrine  traffic)  -  becone very  clear  from
the  table.  On averaqe the  nunrber of  waiting  days went up from
ll  to  14 and 22.
In  Belgium the  aver,age number of  rvaiting  days went up from  T
to  B in  1983 because of  a 7.33 drop in  national  transport  and
a 7.72 drop in  outgoing transport,  oil  products  shipments  trncl
transport  to  Germany (nhine shipping)  excluded.
In  the  iietherlands  the  average number of  waiting  days  cle-
creased from 7.4  to  6.8  in  f983,  although  national  and out-
going transport  to  Belgium and France decreased by about 0.7
mio  tonnes  (-f.gA)  excluding  transport  of  oil  products  and
sand and gravel  (outside  the  "bourse"  procedure).  The  l_ow
water levels  on the  Rhine during  the  last  quarter  of  1983 j-n-
fluenced the average nunrber of  waiting  days on the llorth/South
markets to  a  considerable  extent  because more capacity  vfas
needed to  ship  the  goods on  the  Rhine.  In  the  case of  the
other  l'lember States  the  reduction  of  the  number of  waitj-ng
days during  the  last  quarter  of  1983 could not  avoid the  a\/e-
rage to  go up.
Country of
origin
Year Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Average
B*
198t
1982
r9B3
7.Ct
5.2:,
8.2"
6.0
7.5
B.B
B.O
8.5
8.5
rl .5
",t.5
',t .5
6.4
7.2
8.3
F
t9Bl
L982
l983
B. 5i
9.2:.
20.9
7.0
l_8.0
17.0
r5.3
16.l
21.0
1/1. 0
f.il.5
:J=et.2
LT.2
14.0
22.3
ITT
!t!
l9B1
1932
1983
8. 3r
6.5
(t.9,
4.4
6.2
6.9
5.6
oo
8.5
3.0
7.r
tI.9
5.3
7.4
6.8
623. B.  Cost In<trices
Cost indices for  international  inland waterway transport were
publishe<l for  the first  tirne in  the quaterly report  "l,'!arket
clevelopments" no. 10. In this  Annual Report the cosit develop-
ments in  1983 wi.ll  be sununarized.
3.8.1. !I@]jr
Cost indices are calculated for  four shj-ptypes :
ships having a carrying capacity of  !i5O tot:nes i
ships having a carrying capacity of  600 tonnesi
ships having a carrying capacity of  1200 tonnesi
-  pusher units.
Since the  inforrnation on pusher units  is  not yet  available
these calculations are based on the costs of 4 motonvessels of
22OA torlnes.
Tlre cost indices are calculated following a given cost struc-
ture in  the base year (f.f.f982).  The following cost elements
are taken into  account 3
-  wages
-  capital
fuel
-  other  costs
on waiting  days the  follorving  assumptions \{ere made :
Rhine :  I  day
l{/s  :  10 days.
The calculations  are based on the  actual  cost  devel-opments on
47 inter:national  traffic  relations  representing  totill  interna-
tional  waterway transport  in  the  Conununity. By we jrghting  the
various  relations  cost  indices  and cost  elements, :lndices are
found for  each of  the bilateral  traffic  relations  between I'lenl-
ber  States  and for  the  North-South and Rhine inland  waterway
transport  markets.
The infornation'  is  collected  twice  a  yearr  oD I  ilanuary and
1 July.
633.8.2. Overall cost development  and by maqket
lPable 3,23. Overall cost:Lndices  and cost indices by market 1.1.L983,
r.7. 1983 ancl r. r.1984 in  ECU ( r. r.1982 = 100 ) .
l.1.1983 1. 7.1983 1.1. t9B4
Overall
wages
capita.L
fuel
other costs
total  costs
LO7 .4
95.9
106.6
r03.9
103.7
lro.0
95.2
99.5
r 05.2
1r04 . 0
112.5
95. 5
108.2
106.9
LO6 "2
Rhine
wages
capita.L
fuel
other costs
total  costs
LOg.2
97.4
108.4
Lo5.6
t_05. 3
1.11.6
97.5
1.00. o
107.8
1.05. 5
LT4.7
97 "6
108.3
109"5
107.9
N/s
wages
capita.L
fuel
other  r:<lsts
total  costs
LA4.7
93.5
103. B
10r.3
101.r
r.07.6
91 .6
98.9
1,0r.1
101.9
r08.9
92.L
107.9
102. B
103.6
After  a  slight  increase  of  3.7t  in  LgBz, costs  increaserf by
2,4% in  1983. Capit[al costs decreased following  a reduction  of
interest  rates.  Fuel  costs  decreased in  the  first  halll  of
1983, but went u1> to  above the  1.1.1983 -  level  during  the  se-
cond half.  Other cost  elements increased gradually.
In  Rhine shipping  costs  increased more inr  I9B2 than  on  the
North-South market  (105.3 against  fOf.I);  all  costs  elements
showed the  same lrattern.  In  1983, cost  detrelopment by market
showed har<lly  any  dif ference  between Rhi:ne and North-South
(both:  *2.59),  be it  that  in  the  first  half  year  costs  rose
faster  on the  North-South and during  tl e  siecond half  yea,r on
the Rhine.
For cost development by shiptype and by flag  reference  is  made
to  the quarterly  rrrports  "lnfarket developments" no.  1O and L2.
.8.3.  Total  coJ!-isvelel?ment bv  nationalitv  of  the  carrier  an,jl bv
rEliffi-
In the following table cost increases in  Llr9z are broken dorvn
by nationality  of  1[he carrier.
itable  3.24. :  Total  cost indices by nationality  of  the carrie:r in
national currency (1.L.1982 = 10O).
B(Br') D(Dt{) r'( rF ) NL(HFL)
r.l.l_983
1.7.1983
I .1.1984
101
105
106
9
3
7
100
LO2
104
7
7
5
l-06.9
lll.7
115.9
100.7
100.3
102. r
64After  rather  limited  total  cost increases in  l9€i2, with  the
except.ion of  France, costs increased considerably in  1983 fof
French carriers  (+8.48) and cerman (A4.BB) and Belgian (+q.711
carriers.  For Dutch vessels costs increased only by L,44 in
1983.
By bilateral  relation,  cost increases did not show very much
clifference arnong each other because vessels of  different  na-
tional.ity  are participating  in  each relation.  Table 3.22.
present cost increases by relation  in  1983.
Table 3.25. Cost increases 1983 by relation
D D F f,T7 rt! outgoing
*2.Set +3.28 +I.78 +2.42
n +2.0e,t +3.58 +L.42 +2.03
F +3.23 +5. 5t *2.7ed +3. BB
l{L +2.I8 +2.42 +2.62 +2.22
ingoing +2. 33 +2.82 +3.18 +1.78 +2.52
In  general 'the  differences  between relations  were not  very
iml"rortant 3  on  6  of  the  L2  relations  cost  increases  were
between 2Z and 38;  on  2  relations  between l?i  and 23;  on  3
betrvei:n 3E and Aeo. Only in  the  case of  F )  D costs  increased
by rnore than 4? :  5.58.
3.8.4.  Comparison  between cost  and price  developrnents on the Rhine
The cost  developments  on the  Rhine could be compared to  price
developnients on that  same inland  rvaterway networ:k since  the
c.c.R.  is  publishing  price  indices.  A distinctionr  is  made be-
tween dry  cargo and liquid  cargo.
Cost and price developments  in nhine traffic:
(1 quarter I9B2 = 100)
Table 3.26.
quarter
Total
cost  indices
price indices
liquid  cargo dry cargo
L/82
2/82
3/82
4/82
L/83
2/83
3/83
4/83
L/84
100.0
ro2.4
105.3
r05. 5
LO7.9
100.0
97.3
95. s
100.0
93.6
93.6
93.6
r22.7
109.1
100.0
95.6
92.3
90. r
89. O
89.0
90. I
LOA.4
98. 9
65As is  shown in  the  table,  the  prices  for  inrand  rvaterway
transport services on the Rhine decreased considerably in  f9B2
ald stayed at  a low revel in  1983 forlorving th,e overcapacity situation,  in particula:r in the dry bulk sector"
rf  the first  quarter Lsr79 is  considered as loo,, tariffs  were
2o'z rorver in  1982 and lg83 ttran in  L979 for  clry bulk and about
6? in  1983 for  liquid  brulk.
only in the rast quarten of  l9B3 during which low water levels
occurred prices reached a level  above the one llrom the first quarter L982, in  particular  as far  as the  tanker sector is
concerned.
On the other harrd, total  costs increased by about BB in  two
years time. Given the capacity situation  in  the dry bulk sec-
tor,  profitabifity  of the firms is  under high pressure. In the
liquid  bulk sector, where no structural  overcapacity exists,
the  increased number of  tonnes carried  tended to  compensate
for the dif ference betw:en rising  costs and stag,nating prices.
66CIIAPTER  4
RAIL
4.1.  Introduction
The continuous drop since 1979 of international rait. transport
was slowed down in  t_983.
Total tonnage decreased only by about -L.4t  comparedl with 1982
which has been the best result  for  many years.
4.2.  Intra  EUR-10 internatj-onal rail.  activity  in  t9B3
4.2.L. Table 4,I.  below gives the whole EUR-10 matrix of  tonnages
moved by rail:
in  1983 (above figure in  each cell)
in  L9A2 (second figure in  each cell)
The third  figure  of  each cell  represents the  percentage
change of  1983 on L982.
Ingoing data have been retained for  all  countries ,except for the  UK where exporting figures  of  the partner corrntry have
been used (due to a lack of split  of the uK ingoing datJ).
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684.2.2. The relative  importance of bilateral  flows in  1983
(ingoing, except UK)
The results for  1983 are summarized in table 4.2.
Table 4.2
Member State Tonnage Share in a Tonnage change
in  E L9B3/L982
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IR.L
DK
GR
L2 780
L4 298
L2 432
4 273
t0 774
4 006
B0l
891
135
2L.2
23.7
20.6
7.L
I7. B
6.6
1.3
1.5
o.2
r.5
2.7
2.2
2.7
+  8.9
15.0
+ 11.4
-  11.5
15.1
EUR-IO 60 390 100.0 L.4
On the  three  main traffic  flows  (F,D,I),  the  drop of  tonnage
rras slightly  above average. This was offset  by the boom of  the
Belgian figure,  which was mainly due to  a significant  increase
of  traffic  with  France and Germany.
694.3.  Share of  raif  transport in  : goods between
For a  number of  years rail  transport of  goods has suffered
from a tendency to lose market share, mainly to the benefit of
road transport.
Notwithstanding an improvement in  the economic climate taking
place since the second semester of  1983, this  tencency has not
been halted.
Year  Share of rail
r980
t98t
18. ot
16.6t
L9A2  14.9t
1983  14. rt
4.4.  NST Categories
The breakdown by NST chapters is  not yet  avaj,lable from the
Statistical  Directive;  so in  order to get an :Ldea of the va-
riations  within  NST chapters, other sources hrave been used.
Data for  1983 is  partially  estimated.
Analysis of the data per NST-category indicates that the turn-
over of rail  transport is  based on a restricted  number of  NST-
categories, which have suffered more than proportionally  from
the recession and are r:oping with structural  difficulties  (See
Table 4.2.r.
70Table 4.3.  Breakdown by main N.S.T. Chapter (mio tonnes)
NST 2 NST 4 NST 5 ITST 9 Re-
mainder
Total
1980
r981
L982
l9B3
L2.9
11.l_
8.8
7.8
15.4
L2.6
9.5
9.2
r5.6
L4.2
L2.2
ll.7
L2,3
J.2.2
12.0
13.0
22.3
20.3
IB. B
18.7
78.6
70.2
6r .3
60.4
1983 or
mio
tonnes
E
1980 chi
5
-40
nges
-6
-40
4
-25
+I
+6
-4
-16
LB.2
-  23.2
1983 o:
mio
tonnes
g
L9B2 ch
I
It
rnges
lo
I
l- 3
-I
-4
+1
+8
o
-1
I
r.4
Table 4.9.  shows the  large  decline  in  the  volume of  goods
transported  (except in  NST 9)  between 1980 and 1983. NS:I 2
and 4 declined by about the  same percentage, well  above the
average,  and wefe major  components of  the  total  fall  in
traffic  white  NsT 5  declined  by  just  above the  average.
NST 9 on the  other  hand, while  decl-ining marginally  in  each
of  the  first  three years,  showed a substantial  rise  in  1983.
The other  NST groups covered by  "Remainder" showed a  below
average decline  over  the  four  years  although the  change in
individual  NST ctrapters included in  this  group varied  consi-
derably.
NST 2 = coal
NST 4 = ores and metal waste
NST5=metalproducts
NST 9 = machinery,  transport  equipment,  manufactured pro-
ducts and miscellaneous articles).
7lTable 4.3.
Table 4.9.
Relative importance of  NST-categories in  total
NST 2 NS'I 4 NST 5 NST 9 Remainder
1980
l98l
19B2
I9B3
l6 .4
15.6
14. r
12. B
19.6
18.0
15.6
15.3
20.o
20.3
20.0
18.4
L5.7
L7.4
19.6
23.4
28.3
28.7
30.7
30. r
SPAIN AND PORTUGAL
4,5  In  the  context of  the  negotiations with  Spain and
Portugal for  accession to  the Community,, the follo-
wing table  shows the  volume of  rail  traffic  from
EUR-10 to these two countries.
Tonnages transported by  EUR-1O to  and from
6pain and lPortugal -  1982  ( in Mio tonnes )
Member
State
Spain Portugal
tos from S Total 8 toP from P Total t
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
207
95
33
9
57
:
o
0
303
29L
t9
61
118
1
1;
t
510
:386
52
70
:t75
2
13
I
42
32
4
6
r5
:
1
0
30
49
22
2
1
1
o
o
6
L2
2
o
o
:
o
0
36
6l
24
2
I
1
o
o
29
49
19
2
I
1
o
o
EUR-10 402 BO7 L209 r00 105 20 L25 101
Although the volrrmes are small,
fic  to  and from both countries
Germany and France.
over 70t ,of the traf-
is  accou,nted for  by
724.6.  Railway Price  Indices
4.6.L.  Coverage
Price  surveys are  now being  carried  out  in  Germany,
france,  Italy  and Belgium. The four  railways  agreed
on the  method of  a  "basket" of  representative  commo-
dities  defined  for  each directed  relation  from actual
traff.ic  dat.a for  the  reference period  (1981).
S.N.C.F. have applied  the method on the Frahce-Germa-
ny,  France-Italy,  France-Belgium and  recently  on
France-Netherlands links.  DB have applied  the  method
on Germany-Belgiurn and Germany-Netherlands  links.  FS
on  Italy-France  and  SNCB on  Belgium-Netherlands
links.  NS will  join  the  experiment during  1984.
4.6.2.  Price  Developments  by Relation
Tlre quarterly  data  are  nor,tt being  published  in  the
I.{arket Development reports  ( for  the  first  timei  in
Report l{o B),  taking  3I  December 19Bl as I00.  Using
quarterly  data a geometric average has been calcula-
ted  for  the year l9B3 and the  results  for  the various
relations  are as follows:
The largest  increases were on the  links  F/f  and T/F
while  the  lowest \ras on D/B and D/NL.
The first  quarter  of  1983 saw substantial  increases
(in  excess of  4t)  over  the  previous  quarter  on all
relations  except  F/8,  r/NL  and D/B but  the  si'ngle
largest  increaie  from one guarter  to  another was in
the  fourth  quarter  on  the  link  E/8.  As  the  data
builds  up and is  extended it  wilt  provide  an  even
more valuable guide to  price  movements.
F/r F/D F/B F/NL T/F D/F D/B D/NL B/NL
31 . 12 .AL
Index
for  1983
ro0
L2B
ro0
114
IOO
lr7
100
rt5
100
l-24
too
113
roo
110
100
110
100
114
73CIIAPTER 5
COMBINED TRANSPORT
The folLowing comments have been established with  the assis-
tance of  INTERCONTAINER (Soci6t6 internationale pour Ie Trans-
port par Transcontainers) for  the container traffic  and of  IN-
TERUNIT (Soci6t6 internationale pour le  transport par ferrou-
tage) for  the piggy-back traffic.
5.1.  Container Transport
After  dropping for  two years, results  for  1983 showed an in-
crease of  5.9t  compared to  the total  for  L982, with  760,685
TEU*) being transported in  f983,  against  718,515 TEU in
L982, but still  below the 1981 figure.
Figure 5.1.  Monthly traffi-c  (comparison f982-f983)
1400
r 300
1200
I 100
looo
t9a3
49AL
L'  \__<r
Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  Mar  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec
In  the  last  quarter of  1983 traffic  peaked at  2O3,OL7  TEU
(9,72 higher than the same period of  L982, with 7L,95O TEU in
October which was the best figure of the year).
Tabte 5.1.  Proportion of the total  traffic  (t)
Year
Maritirne
Container
Traffic
Conti-
nental
Traffic
U.K.
+IRE-
LAND
USSR Total
in  TEU
IgUT
L982
r983
59.6
59. r
58.4
32.t)
34. I
34. B
b.J
4.7
4.2
J.I
2.r
2.6
783,755
718,515
760,695
@oot  equivalent unit.
75Maritime container traffic  to  and from the European container
ports with  444,444 TEU stiLl  represents the highest proportion
of  total  traffic,  but the percentage is  dropping steadil'y as
shown in table 5.1.
The Continental or  inner European traffic  (wittr 264,738 TEU)
increased by 0.6t  and, with the USSR sector, is  the only one
to  show an improvement. The direct  traffLc  with UK + IRELAND (3t,+lg  TEU) and the  container traffic  overland between the
Conununity and USSR for  the transsiberian route  (2O,O24 TEU)
share the lowest percentage.
'Iable 5.2.  Proportion of  loaded and empty containers (g)
Year
Maritime
Container
Traffic
Con'bi-
nen'Lal
Tra,f f ic
U.K. +
IRELAND
USSR Total
L E L E L E L E L E
l98I
L9B2
1983
/u. u
7r.4
76.5
30. o
28.6
23.5
59.2
58.5
58.8
40. B
4r.5
4L.2
93.6
98.2
98.6
6.4
1.8
L.4
73.6
84.0
8'I .9
26.4
r6.0
T2.I
67.9
68.5
7L.6
32.L
31.5
24.4
L=
E=
Loaded
Empty
Compared to  the previous year, the overall  percentage of  loa-
ded containers has improved. The continental sector has the
highest share of  empty containers (41.2t) while UK + IRELAND
enjoy the highest percentage of  loaded containers.
One of  the major problems in  analysing "piggy back" transport
is  the lack of  detailed data,  showing fo:r example the  true
origin  and destination of  traffic,  the breakdown by type of
unit -  full  lorry,  trailer,  swap body etc.,  wei.ght and type of
goods. For this  reason the analysis of  the variations on the
different  links  antl the reason for  ttrem is  difficult  to make.
Piggy-back Transport
The data are based on the number of  units  despatehed by the
"organizing" company, i.e.  the number of  semi-trailers,  swap
bodies or road trains  etc.  carried by rail  rrragons.
5.2,
76Figure 5.2.
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I981
Kombiverkehr  D
Novatrans  F
I  (except to  D)
UK
L234
I ----  t ----  I ----  t
L9B2
Trailstar
TRW
FERPAC
HUPAC
L234
I ----  I ----  I ----  I
1983
NL
B
r  (to n)
s
Although 1983 shows an  increase  of  tj% over  the  L982 total,
this  was achieved principally  by  high  figures  in  the  second
and the  last  quarter  of  the  year.  Thus the  first  quarter  of
1983 was lOt  lower than the  same quarter  of  1982, bttt  the  last
quarter  was 2lt  higher  than the  fourth  quarter  of  1982.
Experience varies  considerably  from one company to  another.
The company dealing  with  the  largest  number of  co'untries  is
Kombiverkehr and in  1983 achieved a  40t  share of  the  total
number of  units  shipped, this  represented an 8E increase over
L982.
Novatrans, trading  in  France,  Italy  and the  United  Kingdom,
due to  steadily  dropping figures  from guarter  to  quarterr  r€-
gistered  a  9t  decrease from L982.  TRW (traffic  via  Germany)
has the  most positive  figures  showing an increase o,f 938 over
the  L982 total.
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78ORGANISATIONS UNDNRTAKING  SURVEYS
( a )  Roa(l OPinIon SurveY
D  Institut  du TrrnsPort  routler
DK  Dannarks statlstlk
D  IFo  (Institut  fUr  t{trtschaftsforschung)
F  Centre  de Producttvtt6  des Transports
GR  Ethnlki  statlstlkt  Yplreala  (Natlonal  Statlstical
Office)
IRL UniversitY  colleger  Dublln
I  Centro  Studl  sul  Slsteml  di  TrtsPorto
L  servlce  central  de 1a statistique  et  dee Etudes 6co-
nom iqu e s
Nl,EconomischBureauvoorhetweg-enl.latervervoer
UK  DePartment of  TransPort
(b)  Load Cost  Survev
D  Bundesverband  des Deutechen GUterfernverkehrs  ( BDtt )
e. V.
F  Corntt6 natlonal  routier
NLEconomlschBurcauvoorhett{e9-enl'atervervoer
B  Instltuut  voor  !legtranBPort
L  F6d6ratlon  des Conmergante  du Grand-Duch6
UK  Road llaulage  Aaloclation  Ltd'
DK  Landeforenlngen  Danske Vongmaend
(c)  Road Price  SurveY
B  Instltut  du TranBPorc routler
D  Biic  (Biindesanstalt  fiir  den GUterfernverkehr)
F  l'{inlstBre  des TransPorts
I  Centro  Studi  aul  Slgtenl  dl  TraBporto
L  Mlntst'ire  deg TranEPorts
NL  NII{O  (Nederlandach€ Intcrnatlonrle  Wegveruoer  Orqa-
nisatle)
cBs  (Centra.l  Bureau voor  de Statlstiek)
(d)  Inland  Waterrrav oplnlon  Survev
Rhlne  Central  Rhlne Conmlsslon
North.SouthBlnstltutPourleTransPortParBatelle.
rle
NL Economlsch  Bureau  voor  het  t{eg-  en wa-
Lta te rvc r voe r
79( e )  InIand  tf aterwav Cost  Survev
NL Econonisch Burearr voor  het  Weg- en l.tatdrvervoer
1n collaboration  wlth
F  Off ice  NatJ.onal de la  ilavigation
B  Instltut  pour  le,Transport  par  Batellerl.o
D  Bundesverband  ,iler deutschen Binnenschi  f f ahrt
( f)  Rail  Frice  IndiceB
D  DB ( Deu tEche lBundesbahn  )
F  SNCF (Soci6t6  nationale  des Chemins de fer)
I  FS (Azlenda  autonoma delle  Ferrovie  del. lo  St.at,o)
+  SNCB (Soci6t€  nationate  des  Chemins der fer  beLges)
( g ),  Comblned TransporiL
Intercontainer  (cr>ntalner  traneportl
Interunlt  (plggyback  transport)
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